Well KS-11 -- re-drill final drilling report by Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
Post Office Box 30








Department of Land and Natural Resources
P. O. Box 621
Honolulu, HI 96809
RE: KS-ll COMPLETION REPORT
Dear Mr. Young:
RFCEIVED










Pursuant to the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) Plan Of Operation, Puna
Geothermal Venture (PGV) hereby submits the final completion report for the conversion of
Kapoho State II (KS-II) from a production well to an injection well.
This report is not intended to replace the original completion report dated for the year 2000 .
PGV's intention is to add this report to the original report in order to preserve the history of the
well.
Should there be any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (808) 965-6233.
k~~Barry T. Mizuno 7S
Owner's Represen~
Enclosure: KS-II Completion Report 2003
C: Eric Tanaka, DLNR (w/attachment)
Bill Wiebe, PGV
T:\BTM\CORRES.OUT\DLNR\KS-ll \030423ks-ll CompReport.doc
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Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
1. WELL SUMMARY REPORT
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
Puna Geothermal Venture




Reports for 06:00 on dale shown
Puna Geothermal Venture












Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: 6500 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylight rig move will resume at 0600 hours.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Rigged down and started moving rig. (12 hrs)
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Comments: Rnished rigging down, moved mud tanks and pumps off of K5-5 to KS-11. Laid
over and rigged down derrick.
Mud Data: None
Surveys: None
Daily Costs: $36,950 Well Costs: $36,950
Drilling Days: 0 Completion Days:
Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylight Moving operationswill resume at 0600 hours.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Move rig from K5-5 to K5-11. (12 hrs)
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Comments: Move rig from K5-5 to K5-11. Moved equipment out from around subbases and





Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: 6500 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylight, moving operationswill resume at 0600 hours.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight. (6 hrs)
Continued moving rig from KS-5 to KS-11. (12 hrs)
Waited on daylight. (6 hrs)
Comments: Moved rig from K5-5 to K5-11. All major rig parts except derrick are off of KS-5.





Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylight. Rig move will resume at 0600 hours.
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Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Moved rig from K5-5. Set rig in on K5-11Rd (12 hrs)
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)












Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: 0
Current Ops: Waiting on daylight. Cont moving rig to K5-11
Operations Summary:
Waiting on daylight to contrigging up. (7 hrs)
Set in 13.625" BOPE. Set in draworks and all three engine compounds. Started setting matts
for mud pumps. (11 hrs)
Waiting on daylight to cont rigging up. (6 hrs)






Current Ops: Waited on daylight
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight (7 hrs)
Moved and set rig in on KS-11RD (11 hrs)
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Comments: Set rig in on K5-11RD. Rig approximatey 70% set in. Finished pumping








19.Jan~3 Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylightto continue rig move.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight. (7 hrs)
Set rig in on KS-11RD (11 hrs)
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Comments: Set rig in on K5-11RD. Finished plugging and abandoning original K8-5. Had
previoUSly been filledwith dirt cutting from K8-5 to 150 feet, cement from 150
feet to 50 feet and finished fillingwith dirt cutting to surface. Welded cap on
conductor. CeDar is broke down and covered up. Conductor stub is 5' below
ground level. Appoved by Eric Tanaka, Department of Land and Natural
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Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylightto resumesettingrig in on K5-11RD.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight (1 hrs)
Finishedsetting rig in on K5-11RD. and startedrigging up. (11 hrs)
Waited on daylight (6 hrs)
Comments: Finishedsettingrig in on K5-11RD. Startedriggingup. Replacedbearingin
#1enginecompound. Riggedupon K5-11RD.






Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: 6500 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Waited on daylightto resumeriggingup rig.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight (1 hrs)
Rigged up on KS11RD. (11 hrs)
Waited on daylight. (6 hrs)
Comments: Rigged up on KS-11 RD. 100% movedand about70%.
Mud Data: None
Surveys: None
Daily Costs: $111,750 Well Costs: $415,875




Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: 0
Current Ops: Readyto drill rat holewith 8" mud motor.
Operations Summary:
Waited on daylight. (7 hrs)
Rigged up rig on KS11RD. Torqued BOPE bolts. Dressed rigfloor. Pick up kelly. Fabricate
6" blooie line to drillingmuffler. Fabricate 4" fine from drillingchoke to mud tank. Functiontest
BOPE. . (17 hrs)
Comments: Rigged up on KS11 RD. Riggedup floor. Nippled up blowout preventers.












Current Depth: Hole Drilled:
Current Ops: RIH with mill to clean scale off casing
Operations Summary:
Attempted to drill rat hole, Pulled old rathole, Redrilled and set rathole.. (10.5 hrs)
laid down mud motor and bit (1 hrs)
Set pipe racks and unload and measure heavyweight dnll pipe. (1.5 hrs)
Made up RTIS on joint of heavyweight drill pipe. (1 hrs)
Bled off well, no pressure. (1 hrs)
Picked up 12 joints of drill pipe to 392' an set RTIS. (1 hrs)
Tightened kelly. (1 hrs)
Tested blowout preventers. Test no good, Packer wouldn' set (3 hrs)
POOH check packer, RIH to 465' (1 hrs)
Attempt to set packer at 465' (1 hrs)
POOH, Changed elements on packer,RIH to 465', (2 hrs)
Comments: Attempted to drift rathole, Hit pipe set in old rathole from previous rig up. PUKed
old rathole. Drilled and set rathole. (Note: pumped on well while drilfing rat
hole, 1/2 barrels a minute with200 psi. pumped aNaY 440 barrels of water. Open
well, no pressure. Ran in hole with RTIS picking up heavy weight dril pipe to





Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Picking up drill pipe cirCUlate bottoms up every 3 jts.
Operations Summary:
Attempted to set RTIS at 465'. Pulled out of the hole with RTIS. (1 hrs)
Made up mining assembly, (2 hrs)
Cleaned up casing stub inside of expansion spool. (2 hrs)
Ran in hole picking up 6 more joints of heavy weight drill pipe. to 805', (1 hrs)
Reamed and worked pipe from 790' to 830' to knock scale off casing. (1 hrs)
Pulled out of hole and laid down mHling assembly. (1 hrs)
Made up RTIS and ran in hole to 805'. (1 hrs)
Set RTIS at 805', Attempted to pressure up, pressure bled off. (0,5 hrs)
Unset RTIS and ran in hole picking up drill pipe to 1209', (1.5 hrs)
Unset RTIS and pUlled out of hole and laid down RTIS, (2 hrs)
Installed bearing body in rotating head. Moved Halliburton iron up on floor for circulating with.
Reinstall kill fine. (2 hrs)
Ran in hole and work through top of 11 3/4"casing stub in expansion spool. (1.5 hrs)
Installed rotating rubber. (0.5 hrs)
POOH (1 hrs)
Make up BHA. (1 hrs)
RIH, Laydown 6 jts, heavy wall drill pipe. (2 hrs)
RIH to 1033' ,Circ bottoms up. (1 hrs)
RIH to 1223' Circ bottoms up. (0.5 hrs)




• Well Summary ReportWell 10: KS 11-RO Puna Geothermal Venturewell Name: Kapoho state -11 RO
Well Costs: $529,100
Completion Days:
Comments: Attempted to set RTTS at 465'. Pulled out of hole withRTTS. Made up milling
assembly. Cleaned up 11 3/4" casing stub in expansion spool. Ran in the hole to
805'. Picked up kelly and reamed and worked mill from 790' to 830'. Pulled out
of hole and laid down miR. Made up RTTS and ran in hole and set RTTS at 805'.
Shut bottom pipe rans and attempted to pressure up, pressure bled off. Unset
RTTS and picked up drill pipe to 1209'. Set RTTS at 1209'. Closed lower pipe
rams and pressured up, pressured bled off. Pulled out of hole and laid down
RTTS. Instaled bearing body in rotating head: Made up 10 518" bit and
stabiizer. Worked through 11 314" casing stub in expansion spool. Made up
bottom hole assembly, 105/8" bit.Ran in hole and laid down 6 joints of heavy
weight dnl pipe. Run in hole to 1033' and broke circulation. Ran in hole








Current Depth: 6500 Hole Drilled: 0
Current Ops: Circulating, Coo~ngwellbore
Operations Summary:
Ran in the hole picking up drill pipe cooling wellbore every 6 joints from 1792' to 4023'. (11 hrs)
Circulated to cool hole for survey. (1.5 hrs)
Took wireline deviation survey. Running gear stuck along side of crows foot (1 hrs)
Pulled out of hole cooling survey tool every 10 stand by circulating. (2 hrs)
Broke bit sub and retrieved survey tool. (Survey was 3.25 degrees at 4009'.) (0.5 hrs)
Ran in hole breaking circulation every 10 stands to 4023', Ran in hole picking up drill pipe to
4751', coo~ng wellbore every 6 jts from4023' to 4651'. (2 hrs)








26.Jan-03 Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Circ at 4,170' Wait on cement.
Operations Summary:
Circulated and cooled well at 4750'. (1.5 hrs)
Pulled out of hole. (2 hrs)
Laid down 10518" bit and made up and adjusted EZSV bridge plug. (1.5 hrs)
Ran in hole cirCUlatingto cool hole every 10 stands to 4650'. (5 hrs)
Set EZSV at 4652'. (0.5 hrs)
Pulled out of hole with setting tool. (2 hrs)
Laid down setting tool. Made up ball catcher. (0.5 hrs)
Ran in hole breaking circulation withbaD catcher cooling hole at 2000', 3600'. Tagged bridge
plug at 4652'. (2.5 hrs)
Circulated hole at 4652' to cool well for cement plug. (1.5 hrs)
Rigged up Halliburton and pumped 50 barrels of water ahead of 195 elf of Hawaiian cement
with 40% SSA-1, .5%Halad-322, .5% U.C.S., .3%HR-5. Released ball and cflSpiaced with
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• Well Summary ReportWeIlID: KS 11-RD Puna Geothermal VentureWell Name: Kapoho State -11 RD
Well Costs: $635,440
Completion Days:
82.5 barrels otwater and seated ball in baR catcher. (0.5 hrs)
PuHed out ot hole 5 stands. Rigged up Halliburton and cleared drill pipe. (0.5 hrs)
POOH, Lay down ball catcher (2 hrs)
Pick up 10.625" watermelon mill and 10.625" bit, Clean outwellboreto 150', Lay down miD and
bit. (2 hrs)









Hole Drilled: 6500Current Depth: 6500
Current Ops: Nipple down BOPE.
Operations Summary:
Ran in hole with six point reamerto 4170'. (2.5 hrs)
Circulated and waited on cement (5.5 hrs)
Polished off cement plug from 4313' to 4398'. (2 hrs)
Circulated hole clean. (1 hrs)
Attempted to test blowout preventers. Had major leak in expansion spool packing. (4 hrs)
PuRed out of hole and laid down six point roller reamer and bit. (3 hrs)
Pack expansion spool, Pressure test BOPE, Didn't hold. (5 hrs)










Current Depth: Hole Drilled:
Current Ops: Repacking expansion spool.
Operations Summary:
Nippled down blowout preventersto repack expansion spool. (17 hrs)







29.Jan-03 Current Depth: 4395 Hole Drilled: 4395
Current Ops: Testing BOPE.
Operations Summary:
Repack and nipple up expansion spool. (3 hrs)
Nipple blowout preventers back up. (13 hrs)
Function test all rams and HCR valve. (1 hrs)
TestBOPE. (1.5 hrs)
Make up RTIS packer and change packing rubbers. (1 hrs)
Ave ROP:
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• Well Summary ReportWeIlID: KS 11-RD Puna Geothermal VentureWell Name: Kapoho State -11 RD
Well Costs: $768,069
Completion Days:
Set RTTS packer at 40', would not hold, Try to set Packer at 70' (2 hrs)
PuR packer lay down eire. sub, Set packer at 40' (1 hrs)
Test BOPE, Upper pipe rams, Lower pipe rams and surface tines and valves to 2,500 psi,








Current Depth: 4395 Hole Drilled: 0
Current Ops: POH to run down hole camera.
Operations Summary:
Finished testing b1owouitpreventers, Hydrill to 1000 psi and rest of the preventer to 2500 psi.
(0.5 hrs)
Tested casing at various depths with RTTS. Got good test at 315' testing from packer to pipe
rams, 1000 psi. Got good test pumping down drill pipe with packer set at 480' down to top of
cement plug at 4398'. (3.5 hrs)
Picked up extra 8" drill collars and weight pipe to make up whipstock assembly. (5 hrs)
Ran in hole with stinger weight for bottom of RTTS. Made up RTTS and ran in hole to 315'. (1
hrs)
Tested casing with RTTS looking for holes in 11 314" casing from 315' to to 1000'. Had good
test on casing from 335' up to surface. Started getting bad tests at 340'. Continued with bad
tests to 505' with water running out the well head valve when pressuring up to 1000 psi. Ran
in hole to 1003'. Got good test. (8 hrs)
RIH to 2,000' set packer test casing to 2,500 psi, Packer failed. (1 hrs)
POOH lay down packer,RIH with open ended drill pipe to 2,000' (2.5 hrs)







31-.1an-03 Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Making up Halliburton 10.625" cement retainer. Will set retainer at 658'
Operations Summary:
Rigged up to run camera in well bore. (1 hrs)
Attempted to run camera in well bore. Water wascloudy. Waited 2 hours and made second
run got down to 200', water still cloudy. (5 hrs)
Ran camera in well bore gotto 280 water got to cloudy to see. (1.5 hrs)
Waited on water to settle out and clear. (3.5 hrs)
Rigged nitrogen tubing line on well head valve. (3 hrs)
Ran camera down hole to 600'. Pumped nitrogen down annulus and moved camera up the
hole until bubbles were seen at 347', camera wireline depth. (2.5 hrs)
Pulled out of the hole with the camera and rigged down. (0.5 hrs)
Picked up and redressed Haniburton 10.625" RTTS test tool. (2 hrs)
Laydown 8" driBcollar with cracked box. Drincollar has a horizontal crack from box to about 3'
beloWbox. (1 hrs)
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• Well Summary ReportWell 10: KS 11~o Puna Geothermal VentureWell Name: Kapoho State -11 RO
Well Costs:· $851,069
Completion Days:
Run in hole with Halliburton RTIS Test tool to 537'. (0.5 hrs)
Testing 11.75" casing withHalliburton RTIS test tool at 537'. Set tool and test at 537' no test.
567' no test, 596' no test, 629' no test. Set tool at 658' good test to 1,500 psi for 15 min.
Have casing that will not test to 1,500 psi at 646' up to 315'. Well bore has 331' of casing that
will not test. (1.5 hrs)
PuR out of hole. Lay down Halliburton RTIS test tool. RUbbers were in very good shape. Cont
pun out of hole with BHA anchor. (2 hrs)








Current Depth: Hole Drilled:
Current Ops: Ready to test 11.75" casing.
Operations Summary:
Make up Halfiburton 10.625' cement retainer. RIH and set retainer with 1,500 psi at 658'.
Tag up on retainer. Ok. (1.5 hrs)
Pull out of hole and lay down cement retainer running tools. Run in hole with open end 5" dm
pipe to 655'. (1 hrs)
Held safety meeting with HaRiburtonand rig crew on cementing. (0.5 hrs)
Mixed and pumped 282cJf,188sk, 50 bb1sHawaiian Premium cement+30% Sifica Flour+1%
Halad322+ 1%CaCaI2. Yield: 1'.50. Water. 6.4 gallsk. Density: 15.6ppg. Displaced
cementwith one bbl of water. POOH. Squeeze cementwith 12 bbIs of water between 1/2 to
2 bblslmin at 2,500 psi. Recovered one bbl cement to surface. Shut weH in with no pressure.
CIP@04:30am. (1.5 hrs)
Made up bottom hole assembly while waiting on cement (12 hrs)
Ran in hole and tagged cement at 309'. Oeaned out cement from 309' to 658' top of cement
retainer. (7 hrs)








02-Feb-03 Current Depth: 4395 Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Running in hole with Baker One-step Whipstock.
Operations Summary:
Attempted to test 11 314" casing. Gottestto 2000 psi with a 200 psi drop over 30 min. (7.5 hrs)
Drilled and pushed bridge plug from 658' down to 670'. (3.5 hrs)
Ran in hole pushing bridge plug to 4395'. (1.5 hrs)
Turned and broke up remaining bridge plug at 4395'. (0.5 hrs)
Circulated hole clean. (bottoms uptemp.-171 degrees). (1 hrs)
Pulled out of hole measuring drill pipe with 105/8" bit. Laid down excess drill pipe out of
derrick. (5 hrs)
Pick up and make up Baker one step whipstock and mills. (3 hrs)





Well 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture










03..feb-03 Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Circulated and cooled well bore down from MWD at 4269'90 set Baker One-
step Whipstock. MWD failed again. Puling out of hole.
Operations Summary:
Run in hole with Baker One-step Whipstock veryslow to 2,035' (2.5 hrs)
Circ and cool MWD down at 4,035'. Check MWD p1use at 2,035'. Ok. Max temp at 2,035' was
144 Deg. (1 hrs)
Cont run in hole with Baker One -step Whipstock to 4,395'. (1.5 hrs)
Circ and cool MWD down at 4,395'. (0.5 hrs)
Ran in hole to 4368'. (0.5 hrs)
Tried to orient whipstock. MWD failed. Ran wireline in hole to retrieveMWD. Bottom part of
MWD stayed in monel. (2 hrs)
Circulated hole. (1 hrs)
Pulled out of hole with One step whipstock to retrievebottom part of MWD. (3.5 hrs)
Battery on MWD had exploded and ruptured MWD barrel causing it to part. Repaired MWD. (4
hrs)
InstalledMWD in monel and ran in hole circulatingto cool MWD at 2150'=257 degrees,









Current Depth: 4410 Hole Drilled: 15
Current Ops: Dilling 10" hole to 4,410' at Report Time.
Operations Summary:
Circ and attempt to retrivepluse from MWD at 4,269'. MWD will not p1use. (1 hrs)
MWD failed. Ranwireline and retrievedMWD. (0.5 hrs)
PUlled out of hole. (3 hrs)
Laied down monel and rigged up to orient whipstock with single shot (1.5 hrs)
Ran in hole to 4395' breaking circulation at2540'. (3.5 hrs)
Circulated Hole (1 hrs)
Orient whipstock with single shot surveys. Set Whipstock. (2 hrs)
MiD off whipstock starting at 4367' to 4,389' bottom of whipstock. Drilledto 4,410' at Report
Time. (11.5 hrs)







• Well Summary ReportWell 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture




Current Depth: Hole Drilled:
Current Ops: PuUingout of hole to count dnll pipe.
Operations Summary:
MiHedldrilledfrom 4,410' to 4,417' with 10" miD. (2 hrs)
Pullout of hole with Whipstock mills. Lay down mills and directional tools. (3.5 hrs)
Run in hole with 5" dnll pipe and baI catcher to 4,400'. (3 hrs)
Circulated and cool well bore down for cement plug at 4,400'. (1 hrs)
Pumped 100 Iinfl cement plug at 4400'. Cemented with Hawaiian cement with40% SSS-1,
.05 Halad-322, .5% UCS and .3% HR-5. Mixed at 15.6 # per gal. Di$pIaced with 78 bbls of
water. (1 hrs)
Pulled up 5 stand and closed pipe ram and squeezed 5 barrels of cement away. Pressure got
up to 300 psi.. Shut down pump and pressure bled off to 30 psi. Shut weH in and held pressure
for 1 hour. (1.5 hrs)
Pulled out of hole with ball catcher. (1 hrs)
Waited on cement (3.5 hrs)
Made up bottom hole assembly and ran in hole wh~e waiting on cement (1.5 hrs)
Run in hole to TOC @ -4,326'. Driller not sure of his depth. (1.5 hrs)
Run MRT survey at -4,326'. 340 Deg on bottom. (0.5 hrs)
Circ bottoms up at -4,326'. (0.5 hrs)
Test 11.75" casing and cement plug to 1,500 psi f/15 min. Losted 200 psi. (1 hrs)








06-Feb-03 Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Operations Summary:
Pull out of hole. Have 38 stands of drill pipe in derrick. (0.5 hrs)
Run in hole to TOC @4,357'. (1.5 hrs)
Oean out cement from 4,357 to 4,390'. One foot of open hole to perform leak off test to 11ppg
fluid. (1.5 hrs)
Attempted to perform leak-offtest Wei would not hold any pressure. As per Eric Tanaka will
clean out cement and make 5' new hole and recement (1.5 hrs)
Clean out cement from 4,390' to 4,422'. (2 hrs)
Circulated hole clean. (1 hrs)
Pulled out of hole with bottom hole assembly. (2.5 hrs)
Ran in hole with open ended drill pipe to 4417'. (2.5 hrs)
Circulated and cooled hole. (1.5 hrs)
Rigged up Halliburton and pumped 300 lin. fl (33 bbls) or Hawiian cement with 40% SSA-1,
.05% Halad-322, .5% UCS, and .3% HR-5. Displaced with 73 barrels of water. (0.5 hrs)
Pulled out of hole six stands to 3856'. Circulated and cleared drill pipe. (0.5 hrs)
Squeezed 10.1 barrels of cement away pumping with 400 to 500 psi. in two hours. (2 hrs)
Lett well shut in holding 450 psi. (1.5 hrs)
Pull out of hole with open ended 5" drill pipe. Make up Baker 10" mHl and rotary B.HA. Run
in hole to TOC @ 4,309'. Lay down 4 joints of 5" drill pipe. (5 hrs)
Mud Data: None
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Hole Drilled: 0Current Depth: 4422
Current Ops: Running in hole.
Operations Summary:
Clean out cement from 4,309' to 4,377' one foot into open hole. (3 hrs)
eire hole clean at 4,377' to perform leak.-offtest (0.5 hrs)
Rig up Hal/ibuton performleak-offto 575 psi. Test good to 10.7ppg mud equivalent Test
verbally approved by DLNR Engineer Eric Tanaka. (2.5 hrs)
Cleaned out cement from 4377' to 4394'. (2 hrs)
Circulated hole clean. (1 hrs)
Retested to 500 psi., pressure bled off. (1 hrs)
PuRed out of hole with rotary bottom hole assembly. (2.5 hrs)
Repaired 4" stand pipe valve. (0.5 hrs)
Ran in hole with open ended dnll pipe and tagged top of cement at 4394'. (2 hrs)
Circulated and cooled hole at 4,384'. (1 hrs)
Rigged up HalHburton and pumped a 20 In. It cement plug with Hawiian cement with 40% SSA-
1, .05% Halad-322, .5% UCS and .3% HR-5. Diplaced with70 barrelsof water. (1 hrs)
Tried to squeeze cement away. Pumped 2.7 barrelsin 10 minutes, pressued to 1300 psi.
Monitored pressure. (1 hrs)
Pull out of hole with open ended 5" drill pipe. (2 hrs)
Work on Rig Hydromatic. (1.5 hrs)
Make up new 9.876" bit and new water melon mill. Run in hole. (2.5 hrs)






08-Feb-03 Current Depth: 4422 Hole Drilled: 0 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Circ at 4,422' to orient mud motor.
Operations Summary:
Cont. running in hole to TOC @ 4,220'. (1.5 hrs)
Clean out cement from 4,220' to 4,367'. (3 hrs)
Circ hole clean for casing test at 4,367'. (1 hrs)
Perform casing integrity test. Test casing to 1,200 psi. (2 hrs)
Cleaned out cement plug from 4367' to 4422'. (3 hrs)
Circulated hole clean at 4,422'.. (0.5 hrs)
Pulled out of the hole and laid down whipstock mills and bit (3 hrs)
Picked up and made up directional dnlfing BHA. f2 hrs)
Ran in hole cooling mud motor at 1000' and every 3 stands there after to 4,410'. (7.5 hrs)
Ream ungauged mill run from 4,410' to 4,422' at Report Time. (0.5 hrs)
Mud Data: None
Surveys: None












Current Depth: 4770 Hole Drilled: 348 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Directionally dnlling ahead at Report time.
Operations Summary:
Directionally drilling from 4,422' to 4,493. (3 hIS)
Circulated hole clean and took directional wireline survey at 4419' (0.5 hIS)
Directional drilled 10518" hole from 4493' to 4587'. (4.5 hIS)
Circulated hole clean and took directional wireline survey at 4527'. (0.5hlS)
Directional drilled 10 518" hole with mud motor from 4587' to 4648'. (3 hrs)
Circulated hole clean. (1 hrs)
Took directional wireline survey at 4588'. (0.5 hrs)
Directional drifted 105/8" hole with mud motor from 4648'to 4,744'. (4.5 hrs)
Circ and run wire tine directional survey at 4,684'. (1 hrs)
Directionally dirlling 10.625" hole from 4,744 to 4,770' at Report TIme. (5.5 hrs)
Mud Data: None
Surveys: 4588ft - 8.25 deg Inc, 215 deg Az; 4684ft - 6.0 deg Inc, 222 deg Az
Daily Costs: $91,265 Well Costs: $1,397,508
Drilling Days: 18 Completion Days:
Current Depth: 4932 Hole Drilled: 162 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: DirectionaHy driUing ahead at Report TIme.
Operations Summary:
Directionally drifting 10.625" hole from 4,770' to4,838'. (5.5 hrs)
Circ and survey at 4,778. (1 hrs)
Directionally drilUng10.625" hole from 4,838' to 4,843'. Bit drilling very badly. Bit torque very
high. (1.5 hrs)
Circ hole clean at 4,843' for trip out of hole. (0.5 hrs)
Pullout of hole. Trip out on even stands. operate BOP. (2 hIS)
Laydown used mud motor and bit #1. Pick up and make up new mud motor and new bit #3.
Orient mud motor. (2.5 hIS)
Run in hole to 2,000'. Stage in hole, eire every 300' to 4,810'. (6.5 hrs)
Safety ream from 4,810' to 4,843'. Due to bad cones on bit #1. (0.5 hrs)
Circ hole clean and orient tool face at 4,843'. (1 hrs)
Directionally drilling 10.625" hole from 4,843' to 4,932' at Report TIme. (3 hrs)
Comments: Bit #1 had three lose cones. All bearings were bad..
Mud Data: None
Surveys: 4778ft - 6.5 deg Inc, 238 deg Az
Daily Costs: $65,915 Well Costs: $1,463,423
Drilling Days: 19 Completion Days:
•
11..feb-U3 Current Depth: 5478 Hole Drilled: 546
Current Ops: DirectionaHy drilling ahead at Report Time.
Operations Summary:
Circ and survey at 4,872'. (1 hIS)
Directionally drilUng 10.625" hole from 4,872' to 5,027'. (2.5 hIS)
Cire and survey at 4,967'. (1 hrs)
Ave ROP:
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Directionallydrilling 10.625" hole from 5,027' to 5,121'. (3 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,061'. (1 hrs)
Directionallydrilting 10.625" hole from 5,121' to 5,216'. (2.5 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,156'. (1 hrs)
Directionallydnlfing 10.625" hole from 5,216' to 5,310'. (3.5 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,250'. (1 hrs)
Directionallydrilfing 10.625" hole from 5,310' to 5,403'. Have full loss ofreturns at this depth.
(3 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,343'. Pump high visLCM sweep around at 5,403'. Cirewith75% returns.
(1 hrs)
Directionally driUing 10.625" hole from 5,403' to 5,478' at Report Time. Drillingwith 80%
returns. (3.5 hrs)
Comments: Well taking -100 bblslhrfluid from 5,400'.
Mud Data: MW: 8.4 VISCOSity: 28 Filtrate:
Surveys: 4872ft - 7.75 deg Inc, 245 deg Az; 4966ft - 8.75 <:leg Inc, 246 deg Az:,5061ft - 9.25




Current Depth: 5906 Hole Drilled: 428 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: DirectionallydriHing ahead at Report Time.
Operations Summary:
Directionallydrilting 10.625" hole from 5,478' to 5,529'. Well taking -100 bbIsIhr of drilling
fluid. (2.5 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,469'. (1 hrs)
DirectionaUy drilling 10.625" hole from 5,529' to 5,656'. (4.5 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,595'. Lost returns while eire fl survey. (1 hrs)
Directionallydrilling 10.625" hole from 5,656 to 5,687'. Drillingwith75% returns. (1.5 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,595'. Cirewith 75% returns. (1 hrs)
Directionally driDing 10.625" hole from 5,687' to 5,751'. Drillingwith 75% returns. (2 hrs)
Service Rig. Function test Hydril. (0.5 hrs)
Directionallydrilling 10.625" hole from 5,751' to 5,874'. Drillingwith 90% retruns. (6.5 hrs)
Cire and survey at 5,782'. Well taking -25 bblslhr. (1.5 hrs)
Directionally drilting 10.625" hole from 5,874' to 5,906' at Report Time. Holding PR to 30'!hr
due to lost eire. (2 hrs)
Mud Data: None
Surveys: 5342ft - 9.75 deg Inc, 299 deg Az; 5468ft - 8.25 deg Inc, 306 deg Az
Daily Costs: $55,153 Well Costs: $1,570,664
Drilling Days: 21 Completion Days:
Current Depth: 6326 Hole Drilled: 420 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Drilling ahead to 6,326' at Report Time.
Operations Summary:
Directionallydrilling 10.625" hole from 5,906' to 5,968'. Drillingwith full returns. (3 hrs)
DirectionaUy drilling 10.625" hole from 5,969' to 6,060'. Drillingwith no returns. (4.5 hrs)
Cire and pump high vis sweep at 6,060' for wriper run. (0.5 hrs)
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Wipe hole from 6,060' to 4,500', No hole issues. (1 hrs)
Circ and pump high vis sweep for survey at 5,972'. (1 hrs)
Directionally driHing 10.625' hole from 6,060' to 6,092', Drilling with -30% flow returns, (2 hrs)
Service Rig. (0.5 hrs)
Directionally driHing10.625" hole from 6,060' to 6,313'. Drilling with -50% flow retums. (9.5
hrs)
Circ and pump high vis sweep at 6,313'. Cire with -50% Flow retums. (0.5 hrs)
Wipe hole from 6,313' to 5,813'. No hole issues on wiper run. Had 3' filion bottom. (1 hrs)
Directionally drilling 10.625" hole from 6,313' to 6,326' at Report Time. DriHing with -60% flow
retums.. (0.5 hrs)
Mud Data: MW: 8.3 VISCosity: 28 Filtrate:
Surveys: 5595ft - 8.25 deg Inc, 297 deg Az
Daily Costs: $49,493 Well Costs: $1,620,157
Drilling Days: 22 Completion Days:
Current Depth: 67f57 Hole Drilled: 461 Ave Rap:
Current Ops: Wipeing Hole.
Operations Summary:
DirectionUydrilling 10.625" hole from 6,326 to 6534 (8 hrs)
Circ For Wiper Trip. (0.5 hrs)
Wipe Hole From 6534' TO 4972' (1 hrs)
Cire For Survey, Lost Returns While Circ, Resumed Drilling. (0.5 hrs)
Directionlly drilting from 6534 'to 6566' (1 hrs)
Service rig (0.5 hrs)
Directionlly drilling from 6566 to 6661 (4 hrs)
Circ for survey, Attempt to survey pUllingtight (0.5 hrs)
Directionlly drilling from 6661 to 6787 (5.5 hrs)
Circ for survey (0.5 hrs)
Attempt to survey, Tool stoped at 2200'. (0.5 hrs)
Wipe hole from 6787' to 6218' (0.5 hrs)
Mud Data: None
Surveys: 5782fl: - 8.25 deg Inc, 311 deg Az; 5972fl: - 8.25 deg Inc, 297 deg Az
Daily Costs: $50,462 Well Costs: $1,670,620
Drilling Days: 23 Completion Days:
Current Depth: 7175 Hole Drilled: 388 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Directionally drilling ahead to 7,175' at Report Time.
Operations Summary:
wipe hole. Safety ream the last 30' in hole. No filion bottom. (0.5 hrs)
Directionlly Drilling 10.625" hole from 6,787 to 7,068' (8.5 hrs)
Circ and sweep hole. (0.5 hrs)
POOH, Change bit check mud motor, Clean float ,RIH. Break eirc. at 2,000' 2,500' 3,000' 3,500'
4,OOO'and 7,068'. Rabbit drill pipe. No filion bottom. (9.5 hrs)
Circ and pump high vis sweep around for survey 6,978'. (1 hrs)
Run wire line survey at 6,978'. #1 survey no good. #2 good survey. (1.5 hrs)
Directionally dirlling 10.625" hole from 7,068'to 7175' at Report Time. (2.5 hrs)




Well 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture
Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO
16-Feb-03
Surveys: 6978ft - 8.0 deg Inc,295 deg Az.
Daily Costs: $65,518 Well Costs: $1,736,138
Drilling Days: 24 Completion Days:
Current Depth: 7838 Hole Drilled: 663 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Directionally drilfing ahead to 7,838' with full lost of eircat Report Time.
Operations Summary:
DirectionaHy drilling 10.625" holefrom 7,175' to 7,706'. DriUingwith -60% returns. (13 hrs)
ServiceRig. (0.5 hrs)
DirectionallydriUing 10.625" holefrom 7,700 to 7,839'. DriUing with tunlost ot eircfrom 7,762'
to 7,805'. Drillingwith -20% returnsfrom 7,805 to 7,839' at ReportTime. (10.5 hrs)
Mud Data: MW: 8.3 VISCOsity: 28 Filtrate:
Surveys: 7951ft- 8.0 deg Inc,295 deg Az
Daily Costs: $48,057 Well Costs: $1,784,195
Drilling Days: 25 Completion Days:
Well Costs: $1,830,635
Completion Days:•
17-FetHJ3 Current Depth: 7951 Hole Drilled: 113 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Mixingfoam and water attemptingto free stuck driB pipe at 7,915'
Operations Summary:
DirectionallydrilNng 10.625" holefrom 7,839' to 7,951'. Drin pipe becamestuck at this depth.
(6.5 hrs)
Work stuck drill pipe. Usingfoam and air to attemptto releasedrillpipe. (17.5 hrs)







Current Depth: 7951 Hole Drilled: 0
Current Ops: Holding 400,000# on drillstring at Report Time.
Operations Summary:
Pump foam and air while attempting to jar fish free at 7,951'. (6 hrs)







19-Feb-03 Current Depth: 7951 Hole Drilled: 0 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Attemptingto back off drin pipe below 3461'.
Operations Summary:
Working stuck drill pipe at 7,951'. (12 hrs)
Rigged up wireline truck to free point. Tried to work sinker bars through pluggedspot in drill
pipe at 3461'. (8 hrs)
Tried to do manual back off below3461' pipe backed off. (0.5 hrs)
Chained out of hole checkingfor loose driU pipe. Recovered 1930' of drillpipe. (1 hrs)




Well 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture









Rigged up and ran sinker bars back down drill pipe, stopped at 3461'. (1 hrs)






Current Depth: 7951 Hole Drilled: 0 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Running in hole breaking and servicing aI breaks on 5" drill pipe, rabbiting all
dril pipe to 2370'.
Operations Summary:
Attempted to do manual back off below plugged drill pipe at 3461'. Pipe kept backing off above
plugged pipe. Screwed back in. (6 hrs)
Rigged up and ran string shot to right above plugged drill pipe at 3338' and back off. (5.5 hrs)
Chained out of hole retorqueing drill pipe. (3.5 hrs)
Ran in hole rabbiting aD dril pipe to top of fish at 3338'. (1.5 hrs)
Kelly up and pumped water and cleared drill pipe. Screwed in to top of fish at 3338'. (1.5 hrs)
Made dummy run with wire fine and sinker bars, pipe was stiU plugged at 3461'. (1 hrs)
Did manual back off. (2 hrs)
PuB out of hole and recovered70 213stands of driB pipe. Top offish at 6710'. (3 hrs)
Comments: Fish left in hole: Bit, mud motor, X-O, monel, 6 - 8" DrillCoUars, jars, x-o, 16 jts






Current Depth: 7951 Hole Drilled: 0 Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Ran in the hole with #2 shot and shot at 6695', worked torque didn't back off.
Pulled out of hole with wireline. Rigged up freepoint and ran in hole with
wireline. Freepointed. Found pipe tree at 6442'. Pulledwireline out of hole
withfreepoint Rigged up shot #3 and ran in hole to 6444' and backed off drill
pipe. Pulled out of hole with drill pipe.
Operations Summary:
Ran in the hole breaking and servicing al 5" drill pipe breaks and rabbiting pipe. (3.5 hrs)
SUpped and cut drilling fine120'. (1.5 hrs)
Continued to run in the hole servicing tool joints and rabbiting 5" drill pipe to top of fish at
6710'. (7 hrs)
Screwed into top of fish at 6710'. (0.5 hrs)
Rigged up and ran wireline and collar locator and tagged up at 6725'. Pulled out of hole with
wireline and collar locator. (3 hrs)
Did manual back off. (0.5 hrs)
Pulled out of hole and retighteneddrill pipe, pipe backed off at 1930'. (1 hrs)
Ran in hole to top offish at 1930'. (1 hrs)
Screwed into fish at 1930'. Attempted deep back off, pipe backed off up high approximatly at




Well 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture








back off, pipe back off in same place. (1.5 hrs)
Rigged up wireline, collar locator and shot Ran in the hole and shot at 6725'. Pipe did not






Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: PuRed out of hole and stood back bottom hole assembly. Rigged up for
injection test.
Operations Summary:
Attempted backoff shot at 6695' with wi"eline with no success. Pulled out of hole with wireline.
(1.5 hrs)
Rigged up and ran in hole with wireline and freepoint. Pipe wasfree at 6442', wireline depth.
Pulled out of hole with freepoint (2 hrs)
Made up Shot tI3 and ran in hole with wireine and shot to 6444' and backed off. (1.5 hrs)
Chained out of hole retorqueing drill pipe. (4 hrs)
Rigged up Halliburton and ran injection test pumping 39 barrel per minute with hole not filling.
(3 hrs)
Made up ball catcher and ran in hole to 6330'. (2 hrs)
Ran wirelne with MRT to 6330'. Temp. ZlO degrees. (1 hrs)
PuRedout of hole with baR catcher. (2 hrs)
Measured and picked up bottom hole assembly. (2 hrs)
Rigged up line to pump water down backside with centrifugal pump. (1 hrs)
Measured in hole to 6340' (3 hrs)
Washed and reamed from 6340' to 6430', tagged top of fish. Circulated hole clean using





Current Depth: 6430 Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Circulated and cleaned hole with hi-visco polimer sweeps.
Operations Summary:
Pulled out of the hole and stood back bottom hole assembly in derrick. (2 hrs)
Monitored well while rigging up for injection test (10 hrs)
Ran Halliburton duel perssure tools to 4,200'. Performed high rate injection test. At 4200'
wltool for 15 min. Pumped 2,000 gal f/1hr. Well stabilization for 1 hr. 30 min pumping 500
gaVmin for 30 min. 1,000 gaVmin for 30 min. 2,000 g8Vmin for 30 min. 2 hrs of pressure taU
off. (7 hrs)
Read wireline log and evaluate well, (2 hrs)
Ran in hole to 6540' with bottom hole assembly. (2.5 hrs)
Washed and reamed 90' to bottom from 6540' to 6630', (0.5 hrs)
Comments: Tools lost in hole: 10.625" bit,8" Baker Mud Motor, Baker 10.375" stab,




Well 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture














Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Clear off walk. Make up finer hanger on joint of drill pipe. Rig up easers. Pick
up and broke collar off joint of Yam casing for cross over. Started running 8
518" liner.
Operations Summary:
Circulated hole clean. (0.5 hrs)
PuUed out of hole to shoe at 4200'. (1 hrs)
Evaluated well. (7 hrs)
Pulled out of hole and stood bottom hole assembly back in the derrick. (2 hrs)
Made up ball catcher and ran in hole to 6430'. (2 hrs)
Rigged up and ran MRT on wirelineto 6400', 150 degrees. (1 hrs)
Pulled out of hole to shoe. (0.5 hrs)
Evalulated well. (2.5 hrs)
PUUed out of hole and laiddown ballcatcher. (2 hrs)
Ran in hole with bottom hole assemblyto 6340'. (2 hrs)
Washed, reamed and circulated hole dean from 6340' to 6430'. (1.5 hrs)





Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: With press./temp.logging tool set at6050' continued injection test pumping
2000 GPM for 60 minutes. Lowered pumping rate to 500 GPM and continued
to pump for 300 minutes. Increased pump rate to 1000 GPM. and continued
injection test
Operations Summary:
Made up 11 3/4"X8 5/S"liner hanger on joint of drill pipe and laid it outthe V-door. (1 hrs)
Rig up easers. Pick up joint of 8 51fI' casing and broke Yam collar off for cross over. Laid joint
back down. (2.5 hrs)
Ran 14 joints of AB-HDL L-80 perforated, 32 joints Yam L-80 perforatedand 5 joints of Yam
blank 8 SIS" liner. (4 hrs)
Rigged down casers. (0.5 hrs)
Picked up single of drill pipe with11 3/4"X8 518" liner hanger off walk. Ran in the hole withdrill
pipe and set liner hanger at 4192'. shoe set at 6405'. (2 hrs)
Pulled out of hole and laid down liner hanger setting tool. (3 hrs)
Waited onwater for injection test (7 hrs)
Ran in hole on wirelinewith temp.!press. log and logged well from 4200' to 6050'. Left to
press.! temp. tool set at 6050' and started injection test pumping 2000 GPM. (4 hrs)
Mud Data: None
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Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Nippled down blowout preventers to insta/l hang down spool.
Operations Summary:
Ran injection test With press.Jtemp. logging tool setting at 6050' injected 2000 GPM for 60
minutes. Pumped 500 GPM for 300 minutes. Pumped 1000 GPM for 360 minutes. Waited
120 minutes for pressure drop. Pulled wireline with press./temp. out of hole and rigged down.
(15 hrs)
Made up RTTS, ran in hole and set at 3494'. (2 hrs)
Pressured up and tested casing to 1800 psi. Good test (2 hrs)
PuHedout of hole and laid down RTTS. (1.5 hrs)
Made up fast drill packer and ran in hole to 4020' and set. (2 hrs)





Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Made up bottom hole assembly. Ran in hole to 3200' and tested blowout
preventer. Ran in hole to top of fast drill bridge plug.
Operations Summary:
Nippled down blowout preventers. (11 hrs)
Insta/led hang down spool. Changed out master valve for new one. (2 hrs)
Set blowout preventers back in and nippled up. (10 hrs)





Current Depth: 6430 Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Ran in the hole with driH pipe and float sub and pushed remains of composite
plug to bottom of 8 518" perferated liner. puned out of hole with drinpipe.
Rigged back up to run spinner log and injection test
Operations Summary:
Ran in hole with bottom hole assembly to 3204'. (2 hrs)
Tested blowout preventers, Hydrinto 1000 psi and the rest of the preventerto 1500 psi..
(Witnessed by Eric Tanaka) (3 hrs)
Ran in hole to 4162' and tagged fastdrin bridge plug. (1.5 hrs)
Drilled fastdrill bridge plug and push it to top of liner at 4192'. (0.5 hrs)
pun out of hole and laid down bottom hole assembly. (2 hrs)
Rigged up casers and ran 76 joints of 9518" 47# T-95 AB-HDL liner. Made up liner donut on 9
5/8" liner. (9 hrs)
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• Well Summary ReportWeIIID: KS 11-RD
Puna Geothermal Venture
Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD
Well Costs: $2,925,484
Completion Days:
Made up casing spear and ingauged 9 5/Ercasing at surface. Lower donut and 9 58" ~ner into
landing spool. Bottom of liner is at 3289'. (0.5 hrs)
Rigged down casers. (0.5 hrs)
Rigged up and ran static press./temp. log on wireline, log stopped at 5407'. Pulled log back up
to 4200'. (3 hrs)
Pumped 1000 GPM and tried to wash obstruction down thewellbore. (1 hrs)








Current Depth: Hole Drilled:
Current Ops: Broke kelly.. Rigged up and laid down drll pipe.
Operations Summary:
Rigged down wireline and lubricator. (0.5 hrs)
Ran in hole with float sub and drill pipe. Tagged obstruction in 8 5/fr'liner at 5407'. Pushed
obstruction to 6400'. (2 hrs)
Chained out of hole. (2 hrs)
Rigged up and ran templpresslspinner log whle pumping 1000 GPM. (16 hrs)
Shut off injection and waited two hours for pressure loss. (2 hrs)
Pulled logging tool out of hole and rigged down wireline. (0.5 hrs)
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Puna Geothermal Venture




Reports for 06:00 on date shown
Puna Geothermal Venture






Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Rig idle, waiting on daylight.
Operations Summary:
Broke all breaks on kelly. (0.5 hrs)
Laid down drill pipe. (chain out) (7 hrs)
Rigged down lay down machine. (0.5 hrs)
Laid down kelly. (1 hrs)
Wait on Orders (15 hrs)
Mud Data: None
Surveys: None
Daily Costs: $100,356 Well Costs: $3,126,196
Drilling Days: 39 Completion Days:
Current Depth: Hole Drilled: Ave ROP:
Current Ops: Rig released at 18:00 hrs
Operations Summary:
Clean out mud tanks (12 hrs)
Clean out mud tanks
Rig released at 18:00 hrs. (6 hrs)
Comments: Last report for KS-11-RD
Mud Data: None
Surveys: None
Daily Costs: $100,356 Well Costs: $3,226,552
Drilling Days: 40 Completion Days:
•





Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
2. CASING REPORT
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
Puna Geothermal Venture• Casing ReportWeIlID: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page 1
•
•
Run DatelTime: 01-Mar-03 10:40
Well Section: PROD String Type: HNG ON
String Top MD: 30 ft String Top TVD: ft
casing Shoe MD: 3290 ft casing Shoe TVD: ft
String Nominal OD: 9.625 in String NominallD: in
Bit Diameter: in Avg. Open Hole Diam.: in




Transferred from Casing Tally Detail on 01-Mar-03 10:40
------------ String Component Details ------------
Joints Item Length O.D. I.D. Weight Grade Connection Torque
76 JOINT 3259.82 9.625 8.681 47.00T-95 AB-HDL
Joints: 76 Length: 3259.82
Printed: 17:44 11-Mar-D3 End of Report
• Casing Tally Run Report Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11-R0 Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO Page 1
String Nominal 00 9.625 Type: HNG DN
Top Depth: 30 Bottom: 3290 Cut Off Length: 0.00
Good Joints: 76 Excluded Joints: 0 Total Joints: 76
Total Length Good Joints: 3259.82 Other Items: Total Length: 3259.82
Run Joint
No. No Item Length Top Bottom Description Comments CntScr
1 1 JOINT 44.70 3245.12 3289.82 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
2 2 JOINT 41.66 3203.46 3245.12 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
3 3 JOINT 44.26 3159.20 3203.46 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
4 4 JOINT 43.60 3115.60 3159.20 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
5 5 JOINT 41.83 3073.77 3115.60 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
6 6 JOINT 45.07 3028.70 3073.77 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
7 7 JOINT 43.76 2984.94 3028.70 9.625 x 8.681-,47 T-95 AB-HDL
8 8 JOINT 45.01 2939.93 2984.94 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
9 9 JOINT 44.90 2895.03 2939.93 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
10 10 JOINT 41.05 2853.98 2895.03 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
• 11 11 JOINT 39.10 2814.88 2853.98 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL12 12 JOINT 44.51 2710.37 2814.88 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL13 13 JOINT 44.43 2725.94 2770.37 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
14 14 JOINT 44.65 2681.29 2725.94 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
15 15 JOINT 42.47 2638.82 2681.29 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
16 16 JOINT 39.39 2599.43 2638.82 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
17 17 JOINT 44.37 2555.06 2599.43 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
18 18 JOINT 44.27 2510.79 2555.06 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
19 19 JOINT 44.46 2466.33 2510.79 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
20 20 JOINT 44.12 2422.21 2466.33 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
21 21 JOINT 42.44 2379.77 2422.21 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
2~ 22 JOINT 37.65 2342.12 2379.77 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
2~ 23 JOINT 44.18 2297.94 2342.12 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
24 24 JOINT 43.60 2254.34 2297.94 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
2& 25 JOINT 45.00 2209.34 2254.34 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
26 26 JOINT 44.54 2164.80 2209.34 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
27 27 JOINT 43.75 2121.05 2164.80 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
28 28 JOINT 41.68 2079.37 2121.05 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
29 29 JOINT 44.46 2034.91 2079.37 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
30 30 JOINT 43.55 1991.36 2034.91 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
• Casing Tally Run Report Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11-R0 Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO Page 2
Joint Details - (Cont)
Run Joint
No. No Item Length Top Bottom Description Comments CntScr
31 31 JOINT 43.24 1948.12 1991.36 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
32 32 JOINT 43.03 1905.09 1948.12 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
33 33 JOINT 42.90 1862.19 1905.09 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
34 34 JOINT 41.08 1821.11 1862.19 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL .
35 35 JOINT 42.81 1778.30 1821.11 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
36 36 JOINT 44.42 1733.88 1778.30 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
37 37 JOINT 41.55 1692.33 1733.88 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
38 38 JOINT 44.08 1648.25 1692.33 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
39 39 JOINT 43.93 1604.32 1648.25 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
40 40 JOINT 43.12 1561.20 1604.32 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
41 41 JOINT 41.40 1519.80 1561.20 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
42 42 JOINT 44.24 1475.56 1519.80 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
43 43 JOINT 43.41 1432.15 1475.56 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
44 44 JOINT 44.65 1387.50 1432.15 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
45 45 JOINT 42.26 1345.24 1387.50 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
• 46 46 JOINT 43.63 1301.61 1345.24 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL47 47 JOINT 43.70 1257.91 1301.61 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
48 48 JOINT 44.58 1213.33 1257.91 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
49 49 JOINT 44.30 1169.03 1213.33 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
50 50 JOINT 44.50 1124.53 1169.03 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
51 51 JOINT 41.46 1083.07 1124.53 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
52 52 JOINT 43.86 1039.21 1083.07 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
53 53 JOINT 44.50 994.71 1039.21 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
54 54 JOINT 44.63 950.08 994.71 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
55 55 JOINT 43.52 906.56 950.08 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
56 56 JOINT 43.96 862.60 906.56 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
57 57 JOINT 43.73 818.87 862.60 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
58 58 JOINT 44.58 774.29 818.87 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
59 59 JOINT 43.73 730.56 774.29 9.625 x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
60 60 JOINT 44.73 685.83 730.56 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
61 61 JOINT 43.55 642.28 685.83 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
62 62 JOINT 44.61 597.67 642.28 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
63 63 JOINT 44.45 553.22 597.67 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
64 64 JOINT 43.70 509.52 553.22 9.625 x 8.681, 41 T-95 AB-HDL
65 65 JOINT 43.72 465.80 509.52 9.625 x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
•
• Casing Tally Run Report Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11-RO Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO Page 3
Joint Details - (Cont)
Run Joint
No. No Item Length Top Bottom Description Comments CntScr
66 66 JOINT 44.57 421.23 465.80 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
67 67 JOINT 44.14 377.09 421.23 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
68 68 JOINT 35.70 341.39 377.09 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
69 69 JOINT 39.21 302.18 341.39 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
70 70 JOINT 35.27 266.91 302.18 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
71 71 JOINT 34.57 232.34 266.91 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
72 72 JOINT 34.66 197.68 232.34 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
73 73 JOINT 42.75 154.93 197.68 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
74 74 JOINT 38.08 116.85 154.93 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
75 75 JOINT 43.85 73.00 116.85 9.625x 8.681, 47 T-95 AB-HDL
76 76 JOINT 43.00 30.00 73.00 9.625x 8.681,47 T-95 AB-HDL
Printed: 17:5011-Mar"()3 Endof Report
•
• Casing Tally Joint List Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page1
String Nominal 00 9.625 in
No. Length 0.0. Weight Grade Connection Comments Exclude Total
1 44.70 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
2 41.66 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
3 44.26 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
4 43.60 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
5 41.83 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 216.05
6 45.07 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
7 43.76 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
8 45.01 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
9 44.90 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
10 41.05 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 219.79
11 39.10 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
12 44.51 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
13 44.43 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
14 44.65 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
15 42.47 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 215.16
•
16 39.39 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
17 44.37 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
18 44.27 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
19 44.46 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
20 44.12 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 216.61
21 42.44 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
22 37.65 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
23 44.18 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
24 43.60 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
25 45.00 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 212.87
26 44.54 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
27 43.75 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
28 41.68 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
29 44.46 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
30 43.55 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 217.98
31 43.24 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
32 43.03 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
33 42.90 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
34 41.08 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
35 42.81 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 213.06
•
• Casing Tally Joint List Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11~O Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO Page 2
String Nominal OD 9.625
No. Length O.D. Weight Grade Connection Comments Exclude Total
36 44.42 9.625 . 47 T-95 AB-HDL
37 41.55 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
38 44.08 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
39 43.93 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
40 43.12 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 217.10
41 41.40 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
42 44.24 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
43 43.41 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
44 44.65 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
45 42.26 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 215.96
46 43.63 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
47 43.70 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
48 44.58 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
49 44.30 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
50 44.50 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 220.71
•
51 41.46 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
52 43.86 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
53 44.50 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
54 44.63 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
55 43.52 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 217.97
56 43.96 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
57 43.73 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
58 44.58 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
59 43.73 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
60 44.73 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 220.73
61 43.55 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
62 44.61 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
63 44.45 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
64 43.70 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
65 43.72 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 220.03
66 44.57 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
67 44.14 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
68 35.70 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
69 39.21 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL




Casing Tally Joint List Puna Geothermal Venture
Well 10: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page3
String Nominal 00 9.625
No. Length 0.0. Weight Grade Connection Comments Exclude Total
71 34.57 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
72 34.66 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
73 42.75 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
74 38.08 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL
75 43.85 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 193.91
76 43.00 9.625 47 T-95 AB-HDL 43.00
Joints: Used: 76 Excluded: 0 Total: 76 Length Used 3259.82
Pdnted: 17:4411·Mar-03 End ofReport
• Casing SchematicWell 10: KS 11-R0
String Nominal 00: 9.625 Type: HNG ON
Depthsrelative toOriginalRKB Elevation at Zl above Ground Level
C8singTop at 30, Bottom at 3289.82, string Length 3259.82
Puna Geothermal Venture
Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO
string Scflematic from 30 to 3289.82
Total Depth 7951, Open Hole from 3289.82 to 7951
Open Hole Diameter 10.625
,lI;lINi No76, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
JOINT No75, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
JOINT No73, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
•
Printed 17:45 11-Mar-03
JOINTNo69, 9.625 00 x 8.68110
,lI;lINi No fIT,9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.JQI/lll No66, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
,lI;lINi No85, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.JQI/lll No84, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
,lI;lINi No63, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.JQI/lll No62, 9.625 00x 8.68110
,lI;lINi No61, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
~No60, 9.625 00 x 8.68110
.JQI/lll No59, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
,lI;lINi No58, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
~No57, 9.625 00 x8.68110
~ No58, 9.625 00 x8.68110
~No55, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
,lI;lINi No54, 9.625 00 x8.68110
.lQlNI'No53, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
.lQINr No52, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
.l8INf No51, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.JQI/lll No50, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
.JQI/lll No49, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
~No48, 9.625 oox 8.681 10
,lI;lINi No1f7, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
.JQI/lll No48, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
~No-'l5, 9.625 00 x8.681 10
,lI;lINi No44, 9.625 00 • 8.681 10
.JQIUr No43, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
,lI;lINi No 42, 9.625 00.8.681 10
~ No41, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
,lI;lINi No40, 9.625 00x 8.881 10
,lI;lINi No39, 9.625 00.8.681 10
.I'INr No38, 9.625 00.8.681 10
,lI;lINi No37, 9.625 00 • 8.681 10
.lQlNI'No36. 9.625 00. 8.68110
,lI;lINi No35, 9.625 00.8.881 ID
.IlillKl' No34, 9.625 OOx 8.681 10
~ No33, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
,lI;lINi No32, 9.625 00x8.681 10
,lI;lINi No31, 9.625 00.8.681 10
~ No30, 9.625 00.8.681 10
JQ/KI' No29, 9.625 00.8.681 10
~ No28, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.lQINrNo sr, 9.625 00.8.88110
JQ/KI' No 26, 9.625 00. 8.881 10
.lQlNI'No25, 9.625 00.8.681 10
JQ/KI' No 24, 9.625 00.8.681 10
JOINTNo23, 9.625 00x 8.681 10
.lQINrNo21,9.62500.8.88110
.lQlNI'No20,9.62500.8.68110
.lQINr No 19, 9.625 00.8.68110
~ No 18, 9.625 00.8.681 10
.lQlNI'No17,9.625oox8.88110
.I8lNf No 18, 9.625 CD. 8.881 10
.lQlNI'No 15, 9.625 00.8.881 10
JQ/KI' No14, 9.625 00x 8.881 10
~No 13,9.625 00 .8.88110
.lQINr No 12, 9.625 00.8.881 10
.I8lNf No11, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.I8lNf No 10, 9.625 00.8.881 10
.lQlNI'No9, 9.625 00 • 8.681 ID
.lQINrNo8, 9.625 00 x 8.681 10
.lQINr No7, 9.625 00.8.881 10
JQ/KI'No8,9.625oox8.8811O
~No5,9.62500.8.68110
~ No4, 9.625 CD x 8.881 10
.lQlNI'No3, 9.625 CD. 8.881 10
.lQlNI'No2, 9.62500.8.68110
JOlNTNo1, 9.62500.8.68110
Puna Geothermal Venture• Casing ReportWell 10: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page 1
Manmacturer: ~HRFD
Run DatelTime: 25-Feb-03 10:08
well Section: PROD
String Top MD: 4192 ft
casing Shoe MD: 6405 ft
String Nominal 00: 8.625 in
Bit Diameter: 10.625 in
















Printed: 17:43 11-Mar-03 Endof Report
•Casing Tally Run Report Puna Geothermal VentureWeIlID: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11RD Page 1
String Nominal 00 8.625 Type: LINER
Top Depth: 4192 Bottom: 6405 Cut Off Length: 0.00
Good Joints: 54 Excluded Joints: 0 Total Joints: 54
Total Length Good Joints: 2213.16 Other Items: Total Length: 2213.16
Run Joint
No. No Item Length Top Bottom Description Comments CntScr
1 54 JOINT 41.18 6363.82 6405.00 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL Shoe JT.
2 53 JOINT 37.45 6326.37 6363.82 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
3 52 JOINT 40.87 6285.50 6326.37 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
4 51 JOINT 40.70 6244.80 6285.50 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
5 50 JOINT 41.06 6203.74 6244.80 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
6 49 JOINT 40.62 6163.12 6203.74 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
7 48 JOINT 39.36 6123.76 6163.12 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
8 47 JOINT 41.10 6082.66 6123.76 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
9 46 JOINT 41.97 6040.69 6082.66 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
10 45 JOINT 40.65 6000.04 6040.69 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
• 11 44 JOINT 41.20 5958.84 6000.04 8.625 x 7.726, 36 L-80 AB-HDL12 43 JOINT 40.29 5918.55 5958.84 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL13 42 JOINT 38.68 5879.87 5918.55 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 AB-HDL
14 41 JOINT 39.81 5840.06 5879.87 8.625 x 7.726, 36 L-80 AB-HDL
15 40 JOINT 2.30 5837.76 5840.06 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM X-O VAM-TOP X AB
16 39 JOINT 44.71 5793.05 5837.76 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
17 38 JOINT 44.05 5749.00 5793.05 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
18 37 JOINT 43.21 5705.79 5749.00 8.625x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
19 36 JOINT 44.68 5661.11 5705.79 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
20 35 JOINT 44.61 5616.50 5661.11 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
21 34 JOINT 44.02 5572.48 5616.50 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
22 33 JOINT 44.57 5527.91 5572.48 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
23 32 JOINT 44.02 5483.89 5527.91 8.625 x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
24 31 JOINT 44.70 5439.19 5483.89 8.625 x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
25 30 JOINT 44.52 5394.67 5439.19 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
26 29 JOINT 44.25 5350.42 5394.67 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
27 28 JOINT 44.50 5305.92 5350.42 8.625 x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
28 27 JOINT 44.19 5261.73 5305.92 8.625 x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
29 26 JOINT 43.65 5218.08 5261.73 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
30 25 JOINT 44.10 5173.98 5218.08 8.625 x 7.726, 36 e-95 VAM
•
• Casing Tally Run Report Puna Geothermal VentureWeIlID: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page 2
Joint Details - (Coot)
Run Joint
No. No Item Length Top Bottom Description Comments CntScr
31 24 JOINT 44.54 5129.44 5173.98 8.625x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
32 23 JOINT 44.23 5085.21 5129.44 8.625 x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
33 22 JOINT 44.30 5040.91 5085.21 8.625x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
34 21 JOINT 43.93 4996.98 5040.91 8.625 x 7.726, se L-80 VAM
35 20 JOINT 44.12 4952.86 4996.98 8.625 x 7.726, 36 e-95 VAM
36 19 JOINT 44.51 4908.35 4952.86 8.625x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
37 18 JOINT 42.65 4865.70 4908.35 8.625x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
38 17 JOINT 44.75 4820.95 4865.70 8.625x 7.726,36 L-80 VAM
39 16 JOINT 44.70 4776.25 4820.95 8.625x 7.726, 36 L-80 VAM
40 15 JOINT 44.13 4732.12 4776.25 8.625x 7.726, 36 e-95 VAM
41 14 JOINT 44.72 4687.40 4732.12 8.625 x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM
42 13 JOINT 42.14 4645.26 4687.40 8.625 x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM
43 12 JOINT 42.03 4603.23· 4645.26 8.625x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM
44 11 JOINT 44.52 4558.71 4603.23 8.625x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM
45 10 JOINT 44.61 4514.10 4558.71 8.625x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM
• 46 9 JOINT 44.15 4469.95 4514.10 8.625x 7.726,36 C-95 VAM47 8 JOINT 44.64 4425.31 4469.95 8.625x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM
48 7 JOINT 44.60 4380.71 4425.31 8.625 x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM Blank
49 6 JOINT 41.95 4338.76 4380.71 8.625x 7.726,36 C-95 VAM Blank
50 5 JOINT 44.63 4294.13 4338.76 8.625x 7.726,36 C-95 VAM Blanh
51 4 JOINT 44.35 4249.78 4294.13 8.625 x 7.726,36 e-95 VAM Blank
52 3 JOINT 44.51 4205.27 4249.78 8.625 x 7.726, 36 e-95 VAM Blank
53 2 JOINT 5.23 4200.04 4205.27 8.625 x 7.726,36 e-95 BUTT X-O Butt x Vam Top
54 1 JOINT 8.20 4191.84 4200.04 8.625x 7.726,36 e-95 Hanger
Printed: 17:3811-Mar-03 Endof Report

• Casing Tally Joint List Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page 2
String Nominal 00 8.625
No. Length 0.0. Weight Grade Connection Comments Exclude Total
36 44.68 8.625 36 L-80 VAM
37 43.21 8.625 36 L-80 VAM
38 44.05 8.625 36 L-80 VAM
39 44.71 8.625 36 L-80 VAM
40 2.30 8.625 36 L-80 VAM x-o VAM-TOP X AB-HDL 178.95
41 39.81 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
42 38.68 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
43 4029 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
44 41.20 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
45 40.65 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL 200.63
46 41.97 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
47 41.10 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
48 39.36 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
49 40.62 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
50 41.06 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL 204.11
• 51 40.70 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL52 40.87 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL53 37.45 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL
54 41.18 8.625 36 L-80 AB-HDL Shoe JT. 160.20
Joints: Used: 54 Excluded: 0 Total: 54 Length Used 2213.16
Ptinted: 17:4111-Mar-D3 End ofRepott
• Casing Schematicwell 10: KS 11-R0
String Nominal 00: 8.625 Type: LINER
Depths relativeto OriginalRKB EIeYatlon at ZTabove GroundLevel
C8singTop at 4191.839, Bottomat6405, string Length 2213.161
Puna Geothermal Venture
Well Name: Kapoho Stam -11 RO
string SChematic from 4191.839 to 6405
Total Depth7951, Open Hole from 6405 to 7951
Open Hole Diameter 10.625
•
• Ptinted 17:39 11-Mar-03
:!2!:!! No 3, 8.625 OD x 7.m 10
:!2!!:!!' No oil, 8.625 OD x7.12610
:!2!!:!! No 5, 8.625 OD x7.m 10
~No 6, 8.625 OD x1,mID
:!2!!:!!' No1, 8.625 ODx 7.m 10
~No 8, 8.625 ODx 7.m 10
:!2!!:!! No 9, 8.625 00 x7.m 10
~Nol0,8.625ODx1.mI0
~Nol1,8.625CDx1.mI0




~ No16, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
~ No 11, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
.:!2!!!!"No18, 8.625CDx1.m 10
:!!!!! No19, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
~No20,8.625CDx1.mI0
~No 21, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
~No 22, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
~ No 23, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
~No24,8.625CDx1.7261D
~No 25, 8.625 CD x 1.12610
~No 26, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
~No27,8.62500x1.mI0
~ No28, 8.625 CD x 1.mID
:!2!!:!! No 29, 8.625 ODx1.m 10
~ No 30, 8.625 CD x1.m 10
:!2!!:!! No31, 8.625 ODx 1.726 10
:!2!!:!! No 32, 8.625 CD x 1.m 10
:!2!!:!! No 33, 8.625 ODx 1.m 10
:!2!!:!! No34,8.625 CD x1.m 10
~ No 35, 8.625 CDx1.m 10
~No 36, 8.625 00 x 7.m 10
~No 37, 8.625 CD x 7.m 10
:!!:!!rNo 36,8.625 CD x 7.m 10
JOINTNo 39,8.625 CD x1.m 10
J!Sl!l:!! No 41, 8.625 CD x 7.m 10
..Il:lItlJ No 42, 8.625 00 x 1.72610
~No 43, 8.625 ODx 1.726 10
.!Q!I:!! No 44, 8.625 ODx 7.72610
~No45, 8.625 CDx 1.m 10
~ No46, 8.625 ODx 1.72610
~ No 47, 8.625 ODx1.m 10
.!QIt:!! No 48, 8.625 ODx 1.72610
.:!Q!:[No 49, 8.625 ODx 7.72610
.:!Q!:[No SO,8.625 ODx 7.72610
.:!Q!!!rNo 51, 8.625 CD x 1.72610
~ No52, 8.625 ODx 7.72610
.ICItIf No53, 8.625 CDx 7.72610





Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
3. WELL PLAN VIEW




Well 10: KS 11-RO
Puna Geothermal Venture





















Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
4. WELL ELEVATION VIEW






Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD






























Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
5. OPERATIONS TIME ANALYSIS




Operations Time Analysis Puna Geothermal Venture
WeIlID: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Page 1
Total Hrs % of Total
Mise Other
Stand by 120.00 10.1
Rig Move 69.00 5.8
Other Activity 51.50 4.3
Rig Service 20.00 1.7
Circulate and cool well 10.00 0.8
Cut and Slip Drill Line 1.50 0.1
Total for Misc Other: 272.00 22.8
Trip
Tripping in 113.00 9.5
Tripping Out 97.50 8.2
BHA Operations 27.50 2.3
Wiper Trip 6.50 0.5
Total for Trip: 244.50 20.5
Drill
Directional Work 155.00 13.0
Circulate/Condition Mud 24.50 2.1
Running Survey Tools 19.50 1.6
Reaming/Underreaming 15.00 1.3
Drilling - Rotating 2.00 0.2
Washing Down 0.50 0.0
~~-
Total for Drill: 216.50 18.1
Problem Time
Stuck Pipe Operations 65.50 5.5
Fishing Operations 51.50 4.3
Waiting on Orders 15.00 1.3
Waiting on Weather 7.00 0.6
Rig Repairs 2.00 0.2
Well Kill Operations 1.00 0.1
Total for Problem Time: 142.00 11.9
Evaluate
Well Evaluation 74.50 6.2
Testing Operations, DST etc 15.00 1.3
Leak Off Test 4.00 0.3
Total for Evaluate: 93.50 7.8
BOP Ops
BOP Nipple Down 36.00 3.0
BOP Nipple Up 25.00 2.1
• Operations Time Analysis Puna Geothermal VentureWell 10: KS 11-RO Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO Page 2
Total Hrs % of Total
BOP Testing 20.00 1.7
Other BOP Operations 11.50 1.0
Total for BOP Ops: 92.50 7.8
Mobilize/Oemob
Rigging Up 39.00 3.3
Rigging Down 12.00 1.0
Total for Mobilize/Demob: 51.00 4.3
Cementing
Waiting On Cement 24.00 2.0
Drilling Cement/Shoe 14.50 1.2
Cement Plug Operations 7.00 0.6
Primary Cement Operations 3.50 0.3
Total for Cementing: 49.00 4.1
Casing
Running Casing 20.00 1.7
Total for Casing: 20.00 1.7
• Total for: 11.50 1.0
Abandonment
Plugging Operations 0.50 0.0
Total for Abandonment: 0.50 0.0
Total Elapsed Time for Well: 1193.00hrs.
Total Non-Productive Time for Well: 206.00hrs. 17.3%
Total Productive Time for Well: 987.00hrs. 82.7%
Printed: 13:5618-Mar-Q3 End ofReport
•
• Operations Time GraphWell 10: KS 11-RD Puna Geothermal VentureAnalysis by Operations Group
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•
Mise Other 272.00 22.80%
Trip 244.50 20.49%
Drill 216.50 18.15%








Total Time: 1,193.00 hrs.
•
Printed 18 Mar 03 13:59








Analysis by Operations Group




















Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
6. DAYS VS. DEPTH GRAPH
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
• • •





/ \\ -<>-Actual Depth
























Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
7. COST VS. DEPTH GRAPH
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
• • •






















Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
8. BIT SUMMARY REPORT
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE. SUITE 201
RICHMOND. CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
• •
Puna Geothermal VentureBit Summary Report
WeIllD: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD Bits Ordered By Date Run Page 1
1.8 24-Jan-03 19:00 44 8.33
10·FeI>OO 20:31 4843 7068 2225 87.5 25.4 15 40 713 8.30 2 4FC A E ER HR
2.4 15·FeI>OO 14:29 7068 7951 883 26.0 34.0 25 45 713 8.30
02·Qet-03 0:00 4422 4843 421 26.0 16.2 25 40 725 8.30 1 1 NO F 1 NO PR
EndofReport
Run
No No Dlam Manuf. Model Serial No Nozzles· l/321n
2 9.875 BAKER GTG P05XK
1 10.625 HTC MX205 5006113 o 0
3 10.625 BAKER 531 5011478 32 32 32
4 1 10.625 BAKER 531 5011479 323232
1 2 10.625 HTC MX205 5006113
Prtnted: 17:33 11·Ma,·03
TFA DatelTlme In
Depth• ft Hole Grading





Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
9. DIRECTIONAL SURVEY DATA
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
•
Directional Survey Report Puna Geothermal Venture
Well 10: KS 11-RO Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RO
Well Bore: 10.625 Plane of Vertical Section: 0.0 degrees
Survey Meas. Coordinates Vertical Dog Leg
Type Depth Inc. Azimuth TVO NoS E-W Closure Section Severity
- Tieln 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
MSS 284.0 0.50 114.0 284.0 S 0.5 E 1.1 1.2 -0.5 0.176
MSS 601.0 0.50 225.0 601.0 S2.0 E 1.4 2.5 -2.0 0.260
MSS 980.0 1.00 181.0 980.0 S6.5 EO.2 6.5 -6.5 0.192
MSS 1195.0 1.75 170.0 1194.9 S 11.6 EO.7 11.7 -11.6 0.368
MSS 1342.0 2.00 191.0 1341.8 S 16.4 EO.6 16.4 -16.4 0.494
MSS 1432.0 0.50 242.0 1431.8 S18.1 WO.O 18.1 -18.1 1.922
MSS 1522.0 1.25 255.0 1521.8 S 18.5 W1.3 18.6 -18.5 0.857
MSS 1612.0 0.75 235.0 1611.8 S 19.1 W2.7 19.3 -19.1 0.669
MSS 1702.0 1.25 247.0 1701.8 S 19.8 W4.1 20.3 -19.8 0.599
MSS 1792.0 0.75 303.0 1791.7 S 19.9 W5.5 20.7 -19.9 1.153
MSS 1882.0 1.50 325.0 1881.7 S 18.6 W6.7 19.8 -18.6 0.947
MSS 1972.0 1.00 330.0 1971.7 S 17.0 W7.8 18.7 -17.0 0.568
•
MSS 2062.0 2;00 325.0 2061.7 S 15.0 W9.1 17.5 -15.0 1.120
MSS 2151.0 3.00 324.0 2150.6 S 11.8 W11.3 16.4 -11.8 1.125
MSS 2234.0 2.25 325.0 2233.5 S 8.8 W13.5 16.1 -8.8 0.905
MSS 2354.0 3.00 322.0 2353.4 S 4.3 W16.8 17.4 -4.3 0.635
MSS 2479.0 3.00 339.0 2478.2 N 1.3 W20.0 20.0 1.3 0.709
MSS 2603.0 2.50 347.0 2602.1 N 6.9 W21.8 22.9 6.9 0.507
MSS 2727.0 1.75 321.0 2726.0 N 11.1 W23.6 26.0 11.1 0.970
MSS 2855.0 2.25 346.0 2853.9 N 15.0 W25.4 29.5 15.0 0.776
MSS 2980.0 3.00 342.0 2978.8 N20.5 W27.0 33.9 20.5 0.617
MSS 3106.0 3.25 330.0 3104.6 N26.7 W29.8 40.0 26.7 0.555
MSS 3292.0 3.25 320.0 3290.3 N 35.3 W35.8 50.3 35.3 0.304
MSS 3390.0 3.75 324.0 3388.1 N 40.1 W39.5 56.3 40.1 0.568
MSS 3422.0 3.50 320.0 3420.0 N 41.7 W40.8 58.3 41.7 1.111
MSS 3454.0 3.75 327.0 3452.0 N43.3 W42.0 60.3 43.3 1.587
MSS 3484.0 3.00 329.0 3481.9 N44.8 W42.9 62.0 44.8 2.530
MSS 3515.0 2.00 331.0 3512.9 N45.9 W43.6 63.3 45.9 3.238




Directional Survey Report Puna Geothermal Venture
Well 10: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD
Well Bore: 10.625 Plane of Vertical section: 0.0 degrees
Survey Meas. Coordinates Vertical Dog Leg
Type Depth Inc. Azimuth TVD NoS E-W Closure Section Severity
MSS 3579.0 1.25 354.0 3576.9 N47.7 W44.1 65.0 47.7 1.723
MSS 3609.0 0.25 354.0 3606.9 N48.1 W44.2 65.3 48.1 3.333
MSS 3673.0 0.75 271.0 3670.9 N48.3 W44.6 65.7 48.3 1.189
MSS 3736.0 0.25 50.0 3733.9 N48.4 W44.9 66.0 48.4 1.513
MSS 3797.0 0.50 152.0 3794.9 N48.2 W44.7 65.7 48.2 0.990
MSS 3849.0 0.50 262.0 3846.9 N48.0 W44.8 65.6 48.0 1.575
MSS 3892.0 0.50 230.0 3889.9 N47.8 W45.1 65.8 47.8 0.641
MSS 3924.0 1.00 236.0 3921.9 N47.6 W45.5 65.8 47.6 1.580
MSS 3953.0 1.25 225.0 3950.8 N47.2 W45.9 65.9 47.2 1.135
MSS 3986.0 1.50 205.0 3983.8 N46.6 W46.3 65.7 46.6 1.628
MSS 4018.0 1.75 187.0 4015.8 N45.7 W46.6 65.3 45.7 1.766
MSS 4046.0 2.50 175.0 4043.8 N44.7 W46.6 64.5 44.7 3.100
MSS 4079.0 3.00 175.0 4076.8 N43.1 W46.4 63.4 43.1 1.515
•
MSS 4109.0 3.25 172.0 4106.7 N41.5 W46.3 62.1 41.5 0.996
MSS 4141.0 3.50 165.0 4138.7 N 39.6 W45.9 60.6 39.6 1.505
MSS 4171.0 3.75 162.0 4168.6 N37.8 W45.3 59.0 37.8 1.046
MSS 4203.0 4.00 165.0 4200.5 N35.7 W44.7 57.2 35.7 1.006
MSS 4233.0 4.50 162.0 4230.5 N33.6 W44.1 55.4 33.6 1.823
MSS 4265.0 5.00 168.0 4262.3 N 31.0 W43.4 53.4 31.0 2.201
MSS 4327.0 5.75 177.0. 4324.1 N25.3 W42.7 49.6 25.3 1.816
MSS 4358.0 6.50 179.0 4354.9 N22.0 W42.6 47.9 22.0 2.515
*" Tieln 4365.0 6.61 179.2 4361.0 N21.2 W42.6 47.3
*" Tieln 4366.0 6.61 179.2 4362.0 N21.2 W42.6 21.2
MSS 4588.0 8.25 215.0 4582.2 S 4.6 W51.5 51.7 -4.6 2.169
MSS 4684.0 6.00 222.0 4677.5 S 14.0 W58.9 60.5 -14.0 2.508
MSS 4778.0 6.50 238.0 4770.9 S20.5 W66.7 69.7 -20.5 1.921
MSS 4872.0 7.75 245.0 4864.2 S26.0 W76.9 81.2 -26.0 1.617
MSS 4966.0 8.75 246.0 4957.2 S31.5 W89.2 94.6 -31.5 1.075
MSS 5061.0 9.25 270.0 5051.1 S34.5 W 103.4 109.0 -34.5 3.958




Directional Survey Report Puna Geothermal Venture
Well 10: KS 11-RD Well Name: Kapoho State -11 RD
Well Bore: 10.625 Plane of Vertical Section: 0.0 degrees
Survey Meas. Coordinates Vertical Dog Leg
Type Depth Inc. Azimuth TVD N-S E-W Closure Section Severity
MSS 5250.0 9.75 303.0 5237.5 S23.9 W132.5 134.6 -23.9 1.780
MSS 5342.0 9.75 299.0 5328.2 S 15.8 W145.8 146.7 -15.8 0.736
MSS 5468.0 8.25 306.0 5452.6 S 5.3 W 162.5 162.5 -5.3 1.472
MSS 5595.0 8.25 297.0 5578.3 N 4.1 W177.9 178.0 4.1 1.016
MSS 5782.0 8.25 311.0 5763.4 N 19.0 W200.0 200.9 19.0 1.072
MSS 5972.0 8.25 297.0 5951.4 N34.2 W222.5 225.1 34.2 1.055
MSS 6978.0 8.00 295.0 6947.3 N96.5 W350.2 363.3 96.5 0.038
MSS 7951.0 8.00 295.0 7910.9 N 153.8 W473.0 497.3 153.8 0.000
Calculations using MinimUm Curvature Method
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WindowMaster One-Trip Window Cutting System
Product Family No. 150-94
••
Introduction
The WindowMaster One Trip Window Cutting
System provides a means to efficiently exit casing
and provide a window which is suitable to run drill-
ing BHA's, Liners, and Completion equipment
through. It is the most field proven one trip system
in the world, and has hundreds of successful field
runs. The complete window is normally accom-
plished in one round trip with drill pipe. In one trip
the starting cut Is made, the window milled, and a
pilot hole drilled for the subsequent drilling BHA.
When run with a whipstock packer, and whipstock
face orientation is necessary, two additional Elec-
tric Line runs are normally required. The first to set
the packer, and second to ascertain direction of
orientation key located inside packer.
When run with a Bottom Trip Anchor, only one
additional Electric Line trip is normally required.
This is nonnally an E-Line GYRO tool run through
the drillpipe and into a UBHO sub located above
the milling BHA, with it's internal key previously
lined up with the whipstock face. The desired whip-
stock face orientation in this case is obtained by
drill pipe manipulation. Also when using the BTA, if
an MWD is available, and a hole angle of 5 de-
grees or greater exists at the KOP, the use of elec-
tric can be eliminated all together. This is done by
running the MWD in place of the UBHO, with it's
tool face previously lined up with the whipstock
face. Pump flow through the MWD will then give
whipstock face direction at surface. In this case
only one drill pipe trip is necessary to run in, orient,
anchor in place, mill the window and drill the pilot
hole. making it the most desirable method to al-
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WindowMaster Window Cutting System
Pre Job Considerations:
Utilizes TorqueMaster whipstock packer
technology for High Torque / High Pressure
applications
Retrievable Bottom Trip Anchor can be used
when the wellbore has a known bottom
(cement, bridge plug, etc) and will facilitate
elimination of E-Line runs in certain
applications
Can also be anchored with MLZX Liner Hanger
Packer for applications requiring KOP to be
very close to top of liner. A retrievable anchor
in this application makes the system ideal for
ML wells.
Offset whipstock top allows easier access to
open hole section with full gauge bits
BHA's are refined using Finite Element
Analysis, eliminating chance of connection
failures, and reducing damage to the whipstock
which greatly increases the success rate of
retrieval operations.
Before choosing the WindowMaster system for
performing a casing exit in a specific well the fol-
lowing parameters should be considered.
Cleanliness of casing wall.
In some wellbores, especially those with high
temperatures, mud systems that have a tendency
to settle out or cause corrosion, or older wells the
casing wall may not clean. It is normally necessary
to RIH with a bit and scraper to below packerl8TA
setting depth to scrape the wall clean. Note: In
some applications, where it is questionable that a
casing scraper will thoroughly clean the casing
wall, it may be necessary to use two or three full
gauge string mills to clean the casing at the KOP,
to allow proper packer / BTA slip setting. In cases
where a whipstock packer will be set on Wireline,
a WL gauge ring and junk basket run is recom-
mended down to below packer setting depth, to as-
sure the casing is full gauge.
Quality of cement around casing at KOP.
Although many successful casing exits using
the WindowMaster system have been done where
there was little or no cement, it is not recommend-
ed for optimum results, especially in high cost ML
applications. Poor cement bonds can and have,
caused problems with excessive vibration which
can damage the MetalMuncher cutters premature-
ly. Poor cement can also result in the window mill
"jumping off' the casing and into open hole, as it
WARNING
Use of Baker equipment contrary to
manufacturer's specification may result in
property damage, serious injury or fatality.
Features I Benefits
• Field Proven System
• Only one drill pipe trip required to complete
casing exit
• - Retrievable for multiple zone applications
• Allows MWO, UBHO, or GYRO into packer,
whipstock orientation
• Utilizes Metal Muncher cutting technology for
cleaner faster cuts
Description
Unlike conventional systems. the WindowMas-
ter can start, mill and ream the window without re-
quiring a change in bottom hole assembly. A
preliminary -Starting Mill" run is not required. The
result is a complete full gage window in one milling
trip. WindowMaster Systems can be used with any
of the anchoring systems listed below as well as
others for permanent or retrievable applications.
• TorqueMaster Packer/Anchor System Product
Nos. 415-18/415-19 (Permanent)", Tech Unit
No. 4545
• Multi-Lateral TorqueMaster Packer/Anchor
System Product Nos. 415-40/415-41/415-42
(Retrievable Anchor)*., Tech Unit No. 4602
• -MLZX" Liner Hanger Packer & "MLHR" Liner
Hanger Anchor Product Nos. 296-33/296-23
(Retrievable Anchor)*.
• Retrievable Bottom Set Anchor Product No.e 150-55*-, Tech Unit No. 4612
.. Refer to the appropriate Technical Unit for more
information.
- These systems allow for re-entry of main well
bore.
The system consists of a Whipstock, drift 00
Upper Watermelon Mill, Flexible Joint, Lower Wa-
termelon Mill and the patented -Metal Muncher"
Window Mill. In addition, 'the new Window Mill and
corresponding Whipstock mountinglkick-off lug
enables the operator to set the anchor, then cut,
elongate and ream the window to full gage in a sin-
gle run. This makes WindowMaster the onJy true
"ONE TRIP" Whipstock system available.
e..----------




reaches the lower end of the whipstock face, re-
sulting in a casing "lip" which may pose problems
during SUbsequent drilling and completion opera-
tions. large washouts are also not uncommon in
caseswhere no cement is present and a relatively
soft formation exists at the KOP. These washouts
can make it difficult to kick off with drilling BHA's,
sometimesresulting in the drilling assembly follow-
ing along side the existing casing.
Casing Collar Position.
When placing the whipstock at an exact posi-
tion in a wellbore it is important to consider where
the window will be milled, relative to the casing col-
lars. Normally it is desirable to position the whip-
stockface near the center of the casing joint which
itwill be set in. This is why it is recommended to set
the packer on E-Line with a CCl whenever possi-
ble.The supervisor should also use caution not to
position the packer slips directly in the collar, as
thismay cause it to loose it's bite in the casing. The
samerule applies when setting a bridge for activa-
tion of a BTA. It is important to measure the BTA,
andset the BP in a position which will NOT put the
slips of the BTA directly in a coUarwhenset. It is
never recommended to mill the window through a
casing collar. If this is done the collar may come
apartand separate causing the casing to shift. This
typeof shifting is more evident in poorly cemented,
highly deviated, and high dogleg severity sections
of the wellbore. This shifting, if it occurs, will lead
to problems with running future BHA's through the
window.
Formation at KOP.
The type of formation at the KOP can have an
impacton the true one trip feature of the Window-
Master. Although the WindowMaster is almost
100% successful, in "milling" the window in one
trip, this is not always true about "drilling" the pilot
. hole in the same trip. When the window mill leaves
the whipstock face, it leaves the milling mode, and
enters the drilling mode and acts a drill bit. In some
formations,the mill does not drill the formation very
efficiently, causing the operator to have to POOH,
andfinish the pilot hole with a drill bit in place of the
windowmill. To prevent this extra trip, It is best to
avoid very difficult formations whenever possible.
Formations such as Chirt, some limestones, de-
Unit No. 4547 6-99
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pleted sands, and granite have caused problems
resulting in an extra trip in the past. When difficult
to drill formations are present at the KOP, it is best
to advise the customer that a second trip may be
possible, if the KOP cannot be moved to another
point in the wellbore, where the formation is not 50
difficult to drill.
Whipstock face orientation.
For most sidetrack operations, whipstock face
orientation is required by the operator. There are
also some remote cases where the operator has
no preference on the direction of the sidetrack, and
therefore no preference to which direction the
whipstock face should be oriented. In the latter
case, if the wellbore at the KOP, has more than 2.5
degrees of inclination it is recommended the whip-
stock be oriented relative to the high side of the
hole. Normal orientation of whipstock face is rec-
ommended only between 60 degrees to the right of
high side and 60 degrees left of high side. Orient-
ing the face outside this window increases the risk
of window failure. See the BOT TorqueMaster
packer and anchor tech unit for details on the ori-
entation procedure.
Packer and Anchor Limitations.
The whipstock packers are subject to pressure,
temperature, torsional, and tensile limitations.
Consult the appropriate BOT tech units to make
sure you are aware of these before running them
in the hole.
NOTE: Although normally only a problem at deeper
depths. once the packer is set and the whipstock
landed in place the current Hydrostatic pressure has
been trapped below the packer, if the Mud weight
above the packer is then increased dramatically. it
may cause a pressure differential that exceeds the
packers' maximum pressure rating, causing packer
failure.
Operation
Before any of the window cutting equipment is
run down-hole a full size drill bit and casing scraper
combination run is strongly recommended. A drift
00 Watermelon Mill can be substituted for the drill
bit. A cement bond log and casing 'collar log are
also strongly recommended. A scraper run, ce-
merit bond log and casing collar log will normally
WindowMaster Window Cutting System
with the Whipstock and must be oriented in the
hole at the kick-off point (KOP) using a MWD sys-




For simple sidetracks where the Whipstock will
not be retrieved the Anchor is made up directly to
the Whipstock with 135% API recommended
make-up torque. A thread locking compound is ex-
tra insurance against vibration but not absolutely
necessary. Following are some brief recommenda-
tions for orienting the Anchor, but for complete in-
structions on orienting the Anchor profile with the
Whipstock face refer to the corresponding Techni-
cal Unit.
1. Confirm Packer profile orientation from survey
(There should be at least 3 readings within +/-
5%) with Directional Driller/Survey Operator
and customer representative
2. MU Anchor to Whipstock (This may be done
prior to shipping to job location) and lay on pipe
rack
3. Attach string, rig tape or other device to Whip-
stock Shear Bolt hole and pull it tight centered
on the Whipstock face
4. Place the Compass Card supplied with the An-
chor on the bottom of the Anchor facing away
from the Whipstock with the desired compass
heading aligned with the face (Use the outer
scale of the Compass for this, Refer to Specific
Tech Unit)
5. Adjust the 'Mule Shoe Guide' on the Anchor un-
til the profile aligns with the recorded Packer
orientation (Refer to Specific Tech Unit)
6. Confirm orientation with Directional Driller/Sur-
vey Operator and customer representative
Retrievable or "Multi-Lateral" Applications
For Multi-Lateral applications where the Whip-
stock will be retrieved orienting the Anchor is more
difficult due to the accessory equipment that is run i
between the Whipstock and Anchor. With this ar- -
rangement the Anchor must be oriented to the
Whipstock face while they are hanging in the der-
rick. The following is the recommended Whipstock
Packer Placement and Survey
The packer should be set immediately above or
below a casing collar. depending on Whipstock as-
sembly length and application, to ensure that the
window does not interfere with any collars. If a col-
lar is damaged during window cutting the casing
string may part at least partially blocking access to
the lateral. In Multi-Lateral applications the Packer
should also be set far enough below the intended
kick-off point (KOP) so that another Packer can be
sel immediately above it if it falls without making it
necessary to change the KOP. Active formations
such as swelling and sloughing shales in the vicin-
ity of the casing exit may create problems during
milling and drilling operations and should be avoid-
ed if possible.
The Baker TorqueMaster, "ML" TorqueMaster
and "MLZX" Liner Hanger Packer are purpose built
Whipstock packers. All have specially designed
slip assemblies to handle the torque and vibration
associated with window cutting and have orienting
or "key" profiles that rotationally lock the anchor in
a single position relative 'to the packer and casing.
The orientation of this profile must be found in or-
der to correctly install the Whipstock.
In high-angle holes with high drag, where wire-
line can not be run, it may be necessary to set the
packer as well as survey its orientation with the
work string. In these cases the orientation of the
packer profile may be found using a Measurement
While Drilling (MWD) System or a UBHO Landing
Sub and Gyroscopic or Seeker survey tool.
The Baker Bottom-Trip Anchor is a simple de-
vice designed to set on a bottom. Set down load
against the bottom sets slips that hold set down
and torsional loads. It is not a barrier and has no
packing elements. The Bottom-Trip Anchor is run
lJnit No. 4547 6-99
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• be carried out before running the packer. The Win-
dowMaster Window Cutting System performs best
when the casing is securely cemented in the hole.
If possible verify the Packer or "Plug" top with the
work string to ensure proper location of the Whip-
stock. Several of the fol1owing sections cover an-
choring and orienting the Whipstock. These are
only guidelines. The specific Technical Unit for
each anchoring tool should be consulted for more
information regarding operation and running pro-
cedures.
•




BHA for Multi-Lateral applications (See Drawing
No. 948-269).
ML TorqueMaster Anchor or
MLHR Liner Hanger Anchor
Float Sub, Product No. 150-60 (Optional)
Debris Excluder, Product No. 150-38
Safety Shear Disconnect,
Product No. 140-30
Pup Joint, Pony Collar or HWDP
(For space out as needed)
Unloader Valve, Product No. 140-40
Debris Excluder, Product No. 150-38
WindowMaster Whipstock,
Product No. 150-94
Retrievable Bottom Trip Anchors
There is no orientation needed when the Win-
dowMaster Whipstock is run with a Bottom Trip An-
chor. Whipstock orientation is established using an
MWD system or a UBHO Landing Sub and Gyro-
scopic or Seeker Survey tool run in the string
above the Whipstock/milling assembly.
Whipstock Shear Bolt Selection
There are three different Shear Bolts available
with three different load ratings for each size Win-
dowMaster Whipstock system. The lowest rated
Unit No. 4547 6-99
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shear bolt (20,000 Ibs for 5-1/2" casing, 25,000 Ibs
for 6-5/8" - 9-5/8",45,000 Ibs for 10-3/4/1 - 13-3/8"
casing) should only be used in shallow straight
hole applications. Extra care should be taken when
running this Shear Bolt (See -Running In and Sef-
ting Anchor" below). The use of the middle and
highest rated Shear Bolts should be based on
each individual hole condition. The Shear Bolts un-
dergo stress while running in due to hole drag, jar-
ring the work string (setting slips. etc.) and
especially passing through dog legs. For this rea-
son, it is recommended that the highest rated
Shear Boll that can be sheared be used. Fishing
Services Engineering should be consulted if there
is any question as to dog leg severity and Shear
Bolt selection.
NOTE: Neveruse a cutting torch or any other piece
of welding equipment to assist in removing the
sheared portion of the Shear Screw from the
Window Mill Body after the mill has been run. Never
apply heat to the mill to remove the Shear
Screw! By applying heat to the Window Mill Body, 4-
its material properties can be altered. Hardening or
embrittlement could cause the Window Mill to twist
off at the cross-section of the Shear Screw holes in
the Window Mill during milling. The Shear Screw
remains shouldonly be drilled and tapped out of the
correspondinghole.
Unit No. 4547 6-99 WindowMaster Window Cutting.System
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• Dimensional Data Drawing No. 947·804
E
Dimensional Data
Refer to Drawing No. 947-804.
•
WindowMaster Shear Bolt Dim Dim Dim Dim Thread Shear Value #System Size Product No. "A" "B" "C" Ref "0"
09-44526-00 .725 20,000
5.5" Csg 14-17# 09-44526-01 1.693 .811 1.022 25,000
09-44526-02 1.360 .858 1" 28,00009-46198-00 .725 10 uns 20,000
5.5" Csg 20-23# 09-46198-01 1.527 .811 .887 25,000
09-46198-02 .858 28,000
09-44906-00 .760 25,000
7" Csg 23-29# 09-44906-01 2.00 .968 1.009 35,000
09-44906-02 1.695 1.093 1-5/16" 45,00009-44460-00 .760 8 un 25~000
1" Csg 32·35# 09-44460-01 1.834 .968 .843 35,000
09-44460-02 1.093 45,000
7.625" Csg 26.4-41.1# . 09-44696-00 .760 1-5/16" 25,0008.625" Csg 32·36# 09-44696-01 1.715 2.062 .968 1.062 8 un 35.0009.625" Csg 36-53.5# 09-44696-02 1.093 45,000
~0.750" Csg 40.5-51.~. 09-47502-00 . 1.087 1-3/4" 45,000
~3.315" Csg 61.0·12.1WIl 09-47502-01 2.470 2.962 1.255 1.614 5 unc 60,000
09-47502-02 1.403 75,000
WindowMaster Window Cutting System
•
•
Make Up of Whipstock Assembly
Permanent Applications
Pick up 1 joint of heavy weight drill pipe and
make up in order the Upper Watennelon Mill, Flex
Joint, Lower Watermelon Mill and Window Mill
(See Drawing No. 948-271 or 999-650). Use the
Bit/Mill Breaker supplied with the WindowMaster
system to tighten the Window Mill. Each connec-
tion should be made up to API recommended
make-up torque. Drill Collars should be run on top
of the heavy weight drill pipe. A Bumper Sub
should be added to the string when 2,000 to 5,000
Ibs boyanced weight is made up. A Bumper Sub is
very helpful to find the neutral point after shearing
the Shear Bolt.
Using an air hoist, pick up the Whipstock with
Anchor assembly. Always use wire rope slings or
chain slings in conjunction with a large clevis or lift-
ing eye bolted to the Whipstock. Never use a ny-
lon sling to 11ft a Whipstock. With the blind rams
closed set the Whipstock in the rotary table. Cor-
rectly sized casing slips and a Safety Collar may
also be used but should be placed on the Whip-
stock at a point where there is at least 1800 full di-
ameter (approximately center of the face). Do not
remove the air hoist until the Window Mill is bolted
to the Whipstock and ready to run in the hole.
Unit No. 4547 6-99
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Align the Shear Bolt hole in the Whipstock with
the threaded hole in the Window Mill body marked
"Shear Up" (The "Shear Down" position may also
be used). Install the Shear Bolt using a 1/2" allen
wrench. Do not use a cheater pipe. Hand tight with
the allen wrench is sufficient and any over torquing
may weaken the Shear Bolt. In Whipstocks de-
signed for 7-5/8" - 13-3/8" casing, install the Re-
tainer Ring (supplied with Whipstock) with Snap
Ring Pliers to hold the bolt head in the Whipstock.
Whipstocks designed for smaller size casing must
be "peened" around the head of the bolt in order to
retain it.
Retrievable or "Multi-Lateral" Applications
Making up the Whipstock assembly for a Multi-
Lateral is made much more difficult by the equip-
ment that must be run between the Whipstock and
Anchor. Because of its length it can not be hung in
the rotary table with the blind rams closed. Make
up (135% API recommended make-up torque) all
the equipment below the Whipstock (See Drawing (
No. 948-269) from the bottom (Anchor) up and set
in the rotary table using Drill Collar Slips and a





SPACE OUT PUP JOINT OR HWDP)(PONY JOINT,
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Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
11. TECTON Geologic Log
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
IE[ll'
-C GE 0 LOG I C s-
Santa Rosa, CA 707-571-1700
\ )
HOLE CASING
26 TO 1040 30 AT 100
20 TO 2151 16 AT 2148
14.75 TO 4367 11.75 AT 4367
10.625 TO 7951 8.625 AT 6405




KAPOHO STATE 111 RD ABBREVIATIONS SYMBOLS
REMARKS
KB=27.17'
Mill window in 11.75· casing f/4367-4422, .
Drill to 7951', become stuck,
back off at 6430' (top of fish).
Run B.625· slotted liner t/6405' ,hanger' 4192'.
Run 9.625· casing from surface to 3232' .
Run Injection Test/Pressure Log:
3/1/03 2000 GPM, no well pressure.
SECONDARV MINERALS
a = Quartz Rare « 1"C = Calcite
P = Pyrite Trace < 1"
E = Epidote Minor 1" to 4"
Ch = Chlorite Common 41 to 71





PROJECT COORD SYS kALIU BENCHMARK (0/0)
ELEVATION 618'+ 27.17'KB =645. 17/KB el
SPUD DATE REDRILL 1/21/03
TO DATE 2/17/03
TOTAL DEPTH 7951 '
TRUE VERTICAL DEPTH 7910.9'
TO LOCATION N 153.6 W387.8
CONTRACTOR/RIG PGV Rig Ikai Imena #1
COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE Ream/Atkinson,Sheehan
LOG INTERVAL
DATE LOGGED 1/21/03 TO 3/2/03
DEPTH LOGGED 4367' TO 7951'
MUD DRILLING 4367' TO 7951'
AIR DRILLING NA TO NA
LOG SCALE 1:600 UNIT NO. 334
LOGGING GEOLOGISTS
Mike McLaughlin Pat Grissom
NB New Bit lIfT Bottom Hole Temp
RAB Re-run Bit C Carbide Test
CB Core Bit NR No Returns
lOB Weight On Bit LAY Logged After Trip
SPM Strokes per Minute CFM Cubic Feet per Min
PP Pump Pressure BUT Bottoms Up Temp












~6:6i Black Aphanitic Basalt6 949


















Li tho logy Minerals Temperatures
Temperature In
Temperature Out 200
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III I I; i! I I' iI: ,i i !
: : ' Basal t (porphyr i t i e- poss dike?):
j ' !:1.1 med-dkbrn,med gry brn,hd-v hd,
I , : I fresh 8 unaltrd,fn gr granular
: ; : grndmass w/tr-oee mnr olivine
;: " phenos 8 com-abun fn aeie/lath
! ; shaped felds xtls,r agg pyrite ,
i I
I I I mnr-eom dk gry-blk magnetite.
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I ; ~ , ,9 . pred mieroxln-v fn gr aphan
,i ; :! I grndmass,r ehlortzd mafies,
I I I . ! r disem/vn/agg pyrite,loe
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Began losing 120 BPH
f/5335-5380' Lose
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Began losing 120 BPH
f/5335-5380' . Lose
returns' 5380' (60 BBL
drink). Regain returns
@5385', continue losing
120 BPH. Lose returns I
5403'. Pump LeN sweeps .
Build volume . Drill
ahead losing ~80 BPH.
Quit adding LCM f/5497 , .
Spotty returns at
connections.
Drill from 5529' with
water &gel. Losing
0-30 BPH with spotty to
no returns. Lose returns
at 5592', regain and
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RP,~ . Q. . I L?f I , Basalt(aphanitic): It-med gry,
P.P , 350 , ~ , ' med gry brn,hd,pred sl felds
SPM . 15/35 i .C; i & chlorite al trn, v fn equigran-
:, ' tR I , : microxln aphanitic,r olivine
' : . , : ~~ ~ ~~~W~~~W~~~M~+~~~~~+~~4~*~+~~~~~~~H-~-,~ p~Ms ,~m dis~ ~gMti t e ,1-0-. ! I I ! I T .J.! I ~ UI 1-- --- - I
I , 1:-==~ " 0 , 1 r euhed & vn qtz , r disem &
: " :. ! : ..::;s : . I aggr pyr,r chlorite,loc rd:;:~:~ 7 i : anhydrite.I ~ . :. ~:, " , l;; ' \ ; : ; i j . :11U1
Lose returns at connection
at 5969' Drill ahead
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Basalt(aphanitic): It gry-
It gry brn,hd,fresh-sl altrn,
fn gr equigranular aphanitic
grnd mass,mnr microxln,r
· " olivine &felds phenos,com-I' 0 I
· I I abun gry-blk disem magnetite,1: I r
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at 6135' Drill ahead
pumping gel/LCM sweeps
and working drill pipe
every 10 feet
Drill ahead with no returns,
pumping gel/LCM sweeps, and
working drill pipe every
10 feet
Basalt(hyaloclastite) v It-
It brn,lt gry,lt blu grn,
mod hd-hd,com friable,pred
mod altrd,mnr olivine phenos,
loc r insol blu grn clay,r-tr
! disem &euhed pyrite,r euhi
, , qtz,r epidote,r anhydrite vng,
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I gry,lt grn,lt gry-It gry grn,
mod hd,com fri,mod-str altrd,
abun chilled margins,com devit










gry,occ med gry,mod hd-pred
i ! hd,pred mod felds altrn &
mod-occ str chlortzn,sl-mod
blchd appr,fn gr equigranular
aphanitic grndmass,r olivine
phenos,com med gry-blk disem
magnetite,r milky qtz vng,r
euhed qtz,r-tr disem/vn/euhed
epidote,r-tr chlorite.r-Ioc
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Basalt(aphanitic) : v It-It gry,
occ med gry,mod hd-pred hd,
fresh-51 altrn,fn gr equigran-
ular aphanitic grndmass,tr
microxln,com-abun gry-blk disem
magnetite,r euh 8 agg pyrite,
r disem 8 euh epidote,r chlor.
Basal t (hyaloclast i te) : wht-v It
gry, l t grn, l t gry- It gry grn,
mod hd,com fri,mod-str altrd,
abun chil led margins,com devit
I ' glass,r-Ioc mnr chlortzd frags,
! . tr insol clay,r dise pyrite,
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" 1 Basalt(aphanitic) : It-med
i i i ! gry,lt-med gry brn,hd,sl-
: ;! occ mod altrn,v fn equi-
I I : granular aphanitic grnd-
r , i mass,com microxln,r-tr
: ! olivine phenos,r felds
I .: laths,com-abun steel gry-
, : blk disem magnetite,r-loc
~ ; tr chlorite,r disem &agg
;.:! pyrite,loc r milky qtz vng.
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" I'-r1 ie ~ : : ! ~ .." " "" "" "
" I ~ ' l ' ''AA''''''
1 ' , , " " ~ " " "
, i = ~: ' ''AA''''''
I' I " ~ i, ,:' · " " AA " " "~ "A"A"""
, : i • ;' I L: : ' .~~~~~~~~
I 7F: : 1 """AAA"""fi
, , I :";-1'--... ~ ""A"A"""""
, 1 ' ~, 0 """"""""""~ , ~ l. . ' ; ' 0 """"""A"AA
! i I I f-:-", .: "A"A"AA"A"
, ; ""'==t ~ """""AA"""
l' t :i : b :; """A""""";": .. .., .. : : ' ,tF i !" ~'H~ ~ ~ ~' ~ ~ ~ -
,i I . ~~ . : : " " A" " A" " A "
I , I, ' : h. ~ " C\ " " AA " AA " " "
1-'- -r~,..._j~,....:,....:I,..._jI~,;:::J~I "":' _i \D "" AA " AA " " "
woS: I' l~ : :~p~, ' ;; ~ ~~~~~~~~~~
..lpMf ' .', I Ii ! ' """A"A""A"
t< «« "A"" A"""~p ' 0 """"A"A"""
Ii . , ' " A "" I'y. A A " " "Sp,M :C() l . ' I :' : i """""A A " " "
I , I I . , I! ~, " ""A""A""""
, I , ~ ' I ': . I I ~ , : ' "" A"" A A"" A
-._ : ; ! • I' " ~ """""AA""" Basalt(porphyritic): It-med
. I , , ! £;~ ,; 0 """"""A""" d b It d b; ~ ....,...., . 0 """"""""-"-" gry,me gry rn, -me rn,
I l ' :C I , '; ~ ' : I: ""AA"A"" « hd,pred sl altrn,fn equi-
]
, " A AA " A" A«
: ' ' i . , """A"AA < << granular aphanitic grndmass,
I 1 '7': : ' : .: ~,~,'. : , ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ tr-mnr olivine phenos,tr
, ""AA"AA « < felds laths,com-abun dk gry-' ~ "AAA"AA" «
, ' ! I " ~ blk disem magnetite,r milky
I, .' ' ~'"1 I 0; 1:.:~:..c~~~;';~7-7~.:.:~c.:~~~~~ ~f-H-+.;+--t-;+-h-+-CH:-t+-:-~+:''''''''':~ ++~;-h-........,*,:r+.mH~+++++++--:-'~+~H"H---h-i--,-;'-! di . t
, , . 0 "A"""AA « < qyz vng,r asem pyrl e,r
2225 /~7. ~ c : h ~Sc I; AIIAAAAA" « anhydrite.
"AAA"AAA «~e#t ~T:C ; ~ X-1 20(l7: ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ : I ' Ii~1;~U"c i ~o ~ c : :7~: I;, ~~~~~~~..~ ~ ~ : ~: ! Basalt(aphanitic): It-med
I~ ~ ~!' '' '' '' '' A" " " i ' ! gry, It gry brn, occ med brn,
" ': ~I~ , ', 0 ""AAAAAA"A ' 'i hd,v sl-sl altrn,v fn-fn~~j 0 "AA""AAA"" , ' I
I , I ' "A"A"AA"A" equigranular aphanitic grnd-
. . : , I :~ . - -: ~ ~'H{~-~~~~~ . ~ mass,com microdn,com dia-
: =~. ' I: """A"AAAAA ! ! basic tex w/intergrown felds,
~ ' "AA"AA""A" Ii~ I • 1 ,. All A"" A A All A ' r-tr olivine phenos, com-abun
~ ! "ith i ~ :, 0 ~ ~-~'~~~~~~~~ Q C Z H ~ : ! I' 1dk gry-blk disem magnetite,
I : ' ~ ~, ' ~,. , ~' J : ~, ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~ :~H~*H++H~ ~~~~~H~~~+~4~~~~~~~~3 ~~~ ml~r~l~qtzv~,l~ri'" .- AAAA"A""AA • , , ! : disem epidote,r chlorite,r
~/16,' l ",C:i,', ' Oi : i, ~~~~~~:~~~ ; ' I disem & agg pyrite,loc r
AAAAAAAAAA :: I anhydrite.
i i ' r "AAA"AA"AA~ , h"AAAAAAAA' =S~, ' i "AAAilAh"A"



























I Basalt(vesicular): med brn,
'i : med gry brn,hd,fresh &un-
I ; altrd,microxln grndmass wi
: , ! I tr-mnr vesicles,r olivine
: I &felds phenos,com v fn
I I, : ' ! ; disem blk magnetite,r disem
I I
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No returns f/7887'. Drill
ahead with no returns, pump-
ing gel/LCM sweeps and work-
ina drill pipe every 10 feet .
-
Lose returns at 7764' .
ahead with no returns,
ing gel /LCMsweeps .
Drill to 7951', stick drill
pipe . Back off. 6430'(top
of f ish). Run injection test
with pressure log. Run 8 .625D
slotted liner to 6405', with
hanger D 4192'. Run injection
test with pressure log. Run
9.625 D cas ing from surface to
3232' . Run injection test
with temperature/pressure
log . Rig down on 3/3/03.
Regain partial returns at
7803'. Drill ahead with no
returns to spotty returns
to partial returns, pumping
gel/LCM sweeps ,working drill
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Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
12. Cementing Report
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
•
HALLIBURTON West Coast Laboratory Bakersfield, CA











Project No. C018-Puna-23 Jan 03.doc
















The purpose of this project was to test submitted slurry design for thickening time.











(Submitted) Water Gal/sk 6.68
Yield Fe/sk 1.62
Density Lb/gal 15.6
Notice: This report is for information only and the content is limited to the sample described.
Halliburton makes no warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the contents or results.
Any user of this report agrees Halliburton shall not be liable for any loss or damage, regardless of
cause, resulting from the use hereof.
•





Times to 70 Be Hr:Min 1:27
Temperature of 225










Figure 1: Thickening Time Curve
(t;HAllIBURTON
Test Type: ThickeninA Time
Test~ 23-Jm.03
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Notice: This report is for information only and the content is limited to the sample described.
Halliburton makes no warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the contents or results.
Any user of this report agrees Halliburton shaD not be liable for any loss or damage, regardless of






Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
13. KS-ll RD - As Built Drawing





Schematic of Well Completion
3O-inch
Conductor Pipe
cemented at 75 fl
+--
+-- 9-5J8-inch. T-95. 471b11t hang-down
Uner from surface to 3.200 fl
rA...-----.""" +-- 9-5IS-inch, L-80. 36lb11t liner hung
from 4,192 fl .
Window opened on the original 11-314-
+-- inch. 651b11tcasing at 4,422 fl.
ARdepths ant
measured from KB





Liner blank from 4,192 to 4,4251t,
+-- perforated from 4.425 to 6,405 fl
+-- Bottom of 8-&8-inch liner at 6,405 fl
+-- Topofihefishat6,430ft
•





Richmond Energy Services, Inc.
14. KS-l1 RD - Wellhead Stack Drawing
5221 CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA 94804-5829
Puna GeothennalVenture- Resource Recovery ProJec
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22--' lllUtift, CadotQmeolod__.... @ 1,002ft
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